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The 2010s: A look back in time
Kassidi Nicholl
The 2010s have officially come to an end. The decade that most of us grew up in is over. The
2010s were filled with amazing cinema, weird trends, and events that we will remember for a very long
time.
Movies and TV took leaps and bounds this
decade. Disney dominated the box office and
basically became a monopoly. The biggest
thing they accomplished this decade was
Avengers:Endgame. The last Avengers movie
absolutely took over the box office. Endgame
dethroned the highest grossing movie, Avatar,
by over $10 million! Also during this decade,
Poster for Avengers:Endgame
The Office became one of the most popular TV
shows in the last 10 years. Over 52 million
2010
2019 minutes of The Office have been streamed on Netflix alone. I conducted an informal
survey of about 40 people and asked people what their favorite TV show of the
Glamour Magazines Hottest Outfits of the
decade was, and over half of the responses were The Office. Speaking of Netflix, they
Summer
had a really successful decade. They became the most popular streaming service, and
their Netflix Originals have made them thousands of dollars. Stranger Things came out in 2016, and it’s been streamed by over 40 million
people! Horror movies became very popular this decade as well, and IT became such a huge success that there’s already a sequel. IT became
the highest grossing horror film of all time, with a record breaking $700 million in the box office. Its sequel, IT: Chapter 2 came out
September 6th and became the 2nd highest grossing horror film making $91 million during its opening weekend.
Fashion this decade was a wild ride. We started the decade off in chevron dresses and leather jackets, and we ended it in Air
Force 1’s and flashback fashion. The biggest trends this decade were definitely cringey and fashion has seemed to take a full 360 with some of
these trends. Jean and plaid skirts were a huge trend back in the 1990s, and now it seems like yet again everyone has one! If you take a look at
the early seasons of FRIENDS, you would definitely see some familiar outfits. One trend this decade that for some reason made a comeback
Continued On Next Page
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2010s, continued from Front Page
was tiny sunglasses. There was a time where anytime you logged onto Instagram there was some famous person
wearing those hideous and useless tiny sunglasses. In my opinion this is a trend that should’ve stayed in the 90s.
Another fashion trend that’s made a triumphant return is the “mom jeans.” They were extremely popular in the 1980s,
and now they’re back. In the early 2010s one trend that was popular was the high/low dresses. High/low dresses are
dresses that are shorter in front and longer in the back. Those were a huge thing for awhile, and for some reason girls
Vine App Logo
would wear those dresses with cowboy boots.
In my opinion, the biggest fashion trend of the decade was leggings. Now you can’t go anywhere without seeing a
million girls wearing leggings. Every girl I know has at least one pair of leggings, and they’ve just dominated everything.
Pop culture had a major impact on our lives this decade, and many things will be remembered for a very long time. It was early on in
the decade and things were already getting really weird. In 2010 Lady Gaga wore a full on meat dress to the MTV Music Awards, (yeah, an
entire dress made out of raw meat).
Two years later pop culture took an even weirder turn when the song “Gangnam Style” came out. The dance
became a hit and for about five years the music video was the most viewed video on YouTube, coming in at
around two billion views.
One year later in 2013 music yet again took a very strange turn when the song “What Does the Fox Say”
came out. The song dominated pop culture because of its strange sound and even though it was really weird,
for some odd reason we all loved the song. Also in 2013 the famous app Vine came out; with Vine you could
make quick little 7 second videos and share them with the world. The app took off and many of the vines
created have become so iconic that people can recite them word for word.
Then in 2014 a new viral internet trend arose: the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge. It was a challenge used to
promote awareness and raise donations for ALS, and all you had to do was take a video of you and your
The Dress
friends dumping a bucket of ice water on yourselves, and then afterwards nominate someone else to do the
challenge. During the challenge’s prime it raised over $220 million for the ALS association. In total, over 17
million people participated in the challenge.
2015 was a great year for many reasons. That year same-sex marriage was officially legalized in the United States,
which was a huge and long,overdue step forward in history. 2015 also had its own viral internet trend... the dress. The
dress was a picture that was posted online and it immediately caused debate. Some people saw the dress as white and gold,
and others saw it as gray and blue. The debate went on for a long time, and people today still debate about what the
colors are.
2016 was a crazy time for America. The biggest thing that happened was that Donald Trump won the presidential
campaign and became the 45th president of the US. The election came down to Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton. Also
in 2016 there was the whole “clown scare” where people in clown masks were going around and terrorizing people. Some people deemed
the clown thing a hoax, while others swear it was real. No one really figured out the truth, it just kind of faded away.
2017 was a terrible year. It was the year of fidget spinners. Fidget spinners were these little toys that you just spun around. Overnight
basically everyone had one, they took over the world and became a huge problem in schools. They began to ban them because students were
using them in class and they were causing a distraction.
In 2018/2019 social media reached a new level. A new app came out called TikTok. TikTok was a new app where you could make
short 15 second videos and post them for the world to see; it’s very similar to Vine and it now has the same hype that Vine did. When it first
came out everyone thought it was cringey. But now literally everyone I know has the app and is more than slightly addicted. Today TikTok
has over 500 million users and it just keeps growing.
Overall the 2010s was an interesting decade with many pop culture trends, crazy fashion, and amazing cinematic events that shocked
the world. What will the 2010s be remembered for most? Who knows?
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NEWS
For Love and Coffee
Ashley Giaccio
Mark your calendars for the next PRISM Coffeehouse!
PRISM is a new club founded this year by New Hartford senior Connor Griffin and
Spanish teacher Profe Homa. The club is an LGBTQ+ Alliance between students and allies of
the community who gather to fight hate with love.
“Our club aims on educating and spreading awareness about the LGBTQ+
community to our students, teachers, and community. For example, in our most recent meeting we
had an open discussion on what it means to the members to be an ally of LGBTQ+ members, or
what allies mean to you. More discussions like these can break down stigmas, stereotypes, and mis
conceptions about the LGBTQ+ community. We as a club have to break down these walls and
barriers in order to achieve true equality in America,” says Connor Griffin
The coffee house,a celebration of love and art, will be hosted in the Spartan Cafe.
“We will be hosting a second coffee house January 31st, coffee house is a celebration of
art, music, and equality. We also raise money for important LGBTQ+ youth organizations, such as
the Trevor project. We are also looking into collaborating with Masque to put on a gender bent
New Hartford sophomore Meg Benson performs
cabaret, and donate proceedings to charity as well,” says Connor Griffin.
at November coffee house Instagram: nh_prism
“I sat on one of the comfy benches in the cafeteria, drank coffee, listened to the
performers and talked with my friends. There was also an art show and many people were buying
students' works. There was also an option to donate to the Trevor Project and enter a raffle. The prize was a Utica Coffee gift card! Finally,
there were a lot of free stickers on the table and tons of free food that go really well with coffee,” says New Hartford Senior Zoe Van
Savage. “I will definitely go again, it's a relaxed environment to watch your friends perform.”
“In America it is essential to understand for members and ally’s that the fight for LGBTQ+ equality is still alive and vibrant.
Marriage equality passed in 2015, which was a huge accomplishment, but we as a community have to keep up the conversation and fight.
Twenty-two trans women, majority women of color, were brutally murdered in 2019, a case is currently being debated on whether or not it
is legal to fire someone in America based off of sexual orientation, and the transgender ban in the military are a few examples of the
discrimination LGBTQ+ individuals still face in America. Examples such as these remind myself why PRISM and the fight for equality is
not only fundamental but is also the humanitarian thing to do,” says Connor Griffin. “Every morning we say the pledge of allegiance, and
say the words ‘with liberty and justice for all.’ It is time that this phrase, that we as students say every day, finally actualizes and manifests in
order to ensure equality for the LGBTQ+ community in the United States of America.”

Club photo from Holiday party Instagram: nh_prism

Profe Homa and Mrs. Snow perform on clarinet at November
coffee house Instagram: nh_prism
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Having Fun
With Math
New Hartford’s
Mathletics Meet
Zoe Van Savage

“My goal is for
students to have fun

"Whether a students gets a 0/10 or a
10/10 on the individual problem set,
I'm happy that any student challenges
his or her brain and gives Mathletics a
try," said Mrs. Cooper.

doing math while

In the New Hartford Senior
High parking lot on a Saturday
morning, students gathered to
attend the December 7th Mathletics
competition at Whitesboro High
School.
Mathletics is a math
competition between schools in the
Central New York area. Schools gather in a certain place
about every month to show off their math skills, and hopefully
win an award. Although students go with their school and
their teachers, it does not affect your transcript in anyway.
Therefore, you can go, have fun, and improve your problem
solving abilities without a grade.
The structure of a meet is broken up into three main
parts. The first part is a set of 10 questions which students will
have 40 minutes to complete by themselves. Following that,
there is a question which you complete with your assigned
group and are given about the same amount of time. After
that, there is the relay questions where groups pick their level
of difficulty and complete their problems based on the answer
of the person ahead of them.
Representing each school is a main team, which
ultimately determines the school's ranking. Other than the
main team, students complete questions for fun and not for a
ranking or and award. On the main team this past week were
New Hartford students Nabeel El-Amir, David Li, Jonathan
Wheeler, who were all level II. In level I was Richard Xu, and
Kyle Usyk.
"We came in first! And we are currently in first place for
the season," said Mrs. Cooper, the advisor of New Hartford
Mathletics.
Mrs. Cooper encourages all students to attend a
Mathletics meet.

working and meeting
other students,”
-Mrs. Cooper

Photo from www.ket.org
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January Regents
Exam Schedule
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The Trump Impeachment
So Far
Langston Lamitie
The Impeachment Inquiry, and Why It's Important
The US Constitution states, “The President, Vice President
and all civil officers of the United States, shall be removed from
Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery,
or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.”
After many long days spent in the O’Neill House Office
Building in Washington D.C., many new facts have been released,
and the trials seem to be in a stalemate. So far, this is what we
know. Donald J. Trump has been charged with high crimes and

Retrieved from twitter.com
misdemeanors. This means that the Democrats are charging him
with abusing his power as the president, and obstructing Congress.
Trump’s tweets were taken by some as threats toward one of
the witnesses. As senior Gianna Giglio puts it, “Our President
doesn’t always have the best ideas, or the best actions.”
The way we got here started with a whistleblower who claims
to have uncovered Trump's alleged plans to use America's
extensive military aid to hold Ukraine in a coercive position that
would force Ukraine to launch an investigation into Hunter Biden,
and his company, Burisma. This is what the Democrats based their
first article of impeachment off of, as a quid pro quo deal is a
major abuse of power.
Throughout all of the hearings and inquiries, both sides have
brought forth multiple witnesses that have furthered the confusion
and chaos of the impeachment. On December 18th, 2019 the
House of Representatives voted on whether the trials should

Retrieved from Politico.com
continue, and if Trump is indeed impeachable. Earlier on the
18th, Trump tweeted, “Can you believe that I will be impeached
today by the Radical Left, Do Nothing Democrats, AND I DID
NOTHING WRONG! A terrible Thing. Read the Transcripts.
This should never happen to another President again. Say a
PRAYER!”
Earlier that week, he sent a five page long letter to Nancy
Pelosi voicing why he is guilt free and why she and the rest of the
Democrats charging him will not succeed.
Luke Shahoud commented that “It’s unjust she’s incorrect”.
After the House voted on the 18th, President Trump became the
third president to become impeached. Now, three and a half
weeks later, the impeachment hasn’t passed onto the senate.
“The impeachment is idiotic. There is no solid proof and he
is our president,” said Connell Williams when asked what he
thought of the impeachment.

Retrieved from nbcnews.com
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NEWS
Boys and Girls, Pinks and Blues
Kassia Thayer
So, everyone knows about the whole pink and blue color thing
Big cities like New York City and Boston, plus Chicago, all
that revolves around little womb nuggets and what gender they’re
seemed to agree on one thing. Pink was a pretty flattering color for
eventually going to implode into.
boys.
Baby girls wear pink dresses, pink headbands, pink shoes on
Then came the 1940’s. The 1940’s brought along the definite
their feet. Little boys wear blue overalls, blue sneakers, blue
divide between which gender pink belonged to. With the end of
baseball caps and the like because that’s the style. Pink is seen as
the second world war, came a shift. Sources cite Rosie the Riveter
feminine because of that. It’s a nice, sweet color, a delicate version
and her blue overalls.
of the more brash red. Blue is masculine, a nice bold color for a
“When the war ended and the men came home, Rosie the
nice, bold little boy. Because it is. People have been using those
Riveter traded in her factory blues for June Cleaver's pink apron,”
colors since- well, to us, they’ve been using
said NPR, back in 2014. “In the postwar
them for forever.
ideal, men reclaimed the workplace, and
Really, they’ve only been using these
women stayed home with babies and shiny
colors since the twentieth century. Before
appliances. Femininity got wrapped in pink,
pastels, pinks and blues were introduced to
and so did products — from shampoos to
modern society, near every child wore white
fancy fashion.”
dresses. White dresses were easier to bleach
From then on, in the next three decades to
once they got dirty. Actually, they wore
come, girls became littered pink. That left
white up until they were about six or seven.
blue for the boys.
Six or seven was even about the time they
Things, as they naturally do, can’t stay
got their first hair cut.
that way. They don’t stay that way. Women
Even Franklin D. Roosevelt wore them,
came in with a wave of change, calling for
back when he was just a little boy. Can you
more rights. During that time, women
tell that it’s him?
began dressing more masculine. According
Eventually, in 1918, Earnshaw’s Infants’
to Paoletti “in the 1970s, the Sears,
Department, a trade publication, decided that
Roebuck catalog pictured no pink toddler
the colors went as such. “Pink for the boys,
clothing for two years.” She also stated that
and blue for the girls. The reason is that
they were thinking, “‘If we dress our girls
pink, being a more decided and stronger
more like boys and less like frilly little
Franklin D. Roosevelt, circa 1884 (from: Smithsonian Magazine)
color, is more suitable for the boy, while blue,
girls...they are going to have more options
which is more delicate and dainty, is prettier for the girl.”
and feel freer to be active.’”
Paoletti, (Jo B. Paoletti, a historian, who also wrote the book
That’s what women were looking for, and so came the next
Pink and Blue: Telling the Boys from the Girls in America), added on that
wave- gender neutral clothes that called for women's rights.
“blue was for blue-eyed babies, pink for brown-eyed babies.”
That wasn’t the end, because as you look at it all
Another source decided that “blue was flattering for blonds, pink
today, girls still wear pink. Boys still wear blue. Come the 1980’sfor brunettes.” Others claimed that the way we do things now- the
(1985, as Paoletti says)- colors came back into focus.
customary pink for girls, blue for boys- was the right way to do
Prenatal testing had been introduced to our society. People
things.
could now figure out what sex their child would be long before they

continued on next page
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Boys and Girls, continued from previous page

What’s the reason behind the color change?

were born, they were able to correctly pick out colored things for
their child. Companies took this and pretty much ran with it.
“Retailers could capitalize on selling specific merchandise geared
toward boys and girls,” says the List, in their article, The Real Reason
Behind Blue for Boys and Pink for Girls. “Given how many couples have
more than one child and how many families have siblings that are
boys and girls, that makes hand-me-downs more difficult if dressing
your second-born daughter in your first-born son's clothes is going
against social norms.”
That all means more cash for the companies, and everyone knows
that cash is pretty important in today’s society. It wasn’t only
capitalism and its fickle ways, but women from the 60s were having
children, too. Having grown up in a gender-neutral clothing phase,
they were intent on letting their own little girls splurge by wearing
pink because they hadn’t worn it themselves when they were young.
“If being feminine was a bad thing in the 1960s, it was a good
thing by the 1980s,” says the List.
Now, in the new year, pink isn’t really that popular. (See the side
bar.) That doesn’t mean that the two colors don’t matter. Children
near everywhere are still seen wearing their respective gender’s color,
even if most parents are branching out towards more neutral colors.
It doesn’t seem like white will be returning any time soon though,
and neither will those frilly dresses.

Not this.
Nazi rule in Germany during Hitler’s rule (1933-1945) has
been suspected to be connected to the whole gender-color
relationship.
Around the time of the Nazis, people leaned more towards the
fact that pink was a color for boys. So, a rumor popped up.
They tied the change of what color pink was for, (it went from
boys to girls), and the connection between femininity and pink,
to the fact that Nazis discriminated against not only Jews, but
homosexuals too.
When homosexual prisoners were brought into concentration
camps, Nazis used pink triangles to identify and pick them out
from the other prisoners, according to history.com.
In Paoletti’s book, however, she never comments on the rumor.
In fact, she thinks that it’s pretty unlikely because pink was
already becoming a girl’s color earlier in the 1930’s.

A study from 2012, if you can call that recent, was
conducted by a sociologist who was with the University of
Maryland. He surveyed 2,000 people on what their favorite
color.
The choices were pretty simple. You had the simple rainbow:
red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple. Then you had
the included choice of pink.
Blue had 29% of the women votes, including a pretty big
42% of the male votes. Purple, for women, was the runner
up with 27%.

From: dailybreak.com

Pink didn’t quite lose- (orange did, 3% from the women and
about 7% from the men)- but it didn’t get a very big percent
of the vote. Only 1% of men said it was their favorite, while
7% of women said it was theirs.

The color pink is losing traction.
From: the Smithsonian Magazine

Well, with the adults, anyway.
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The Case for More (Good)
Disney Remakes
By Luke Radel
Last year alone, five new Disney remakes of animated
movies debuted in theaters or on the small screen. There was
the one none of us saw, Tim Burton’s Dumbo. There was that
one with Will Smith as a blue CGi nightmare, Guy Ritchie’s
Aladdin. There was that one with Beyonce that wasn’t good, but
we all saw it because, come on… it’s Beyonce, Jon Favreau’s The
Lion King. There was the “long awaited” (sarcasm) sequel to
2014’s Maleficent with Angelina Jolie. And lastly, there was Lady
and the Tramp which came out on Disney+. (But you were too
busy watching The Mandalorian to see that.)
With what is now being called “reboot fever” on the rise,
with no end in sight, (see you in 2021 Cruella, 101 Dalmations
spin-off film!) many are calling for Disney to end this trend of
live-action recreations. But if Disney can stick the landing on
some of the recently announced projects, and find some new
ideas from their catalog, they could do something new and
artistically brilliant with their nostalgic cash cows.
It is important to mention that while last year may not have
been the best year for Disney remakes in a critical sense, with
Favreau’s Lion King rehash being panned by critics and Guy
Ritchie’s Aladdin meeting lukewarm reception, these poor
examples do not represent this Disney remake trend as a whole.
Back in 2016, the man who directed the financially
successful but critically underwhelming The Lion King, Jon
Favreau, also directed a live-action version of 1967’s The Jungle
Book,the last film that the iconic Walt Disney ever worked on.
This recent reimagining of The Jungle Book earned a very
positive reception from audiences and critics and fans alike,
garnering a 95% “certified fresh” rating on Rotten Tomatoes.
The film improved on the thinner story of its animated
inspiration to create a new piece of interesting art that kept
important elements of the original story, while exploring new
areas and improving on the film made nearly half a century
earlier.
Let’s also look at a film made by Disney later in 2016, their
remake of Pete’s Dragon. The original 1977 film was actually a
live action-animation hybrid (much like the 2016 film.) It starred
a little boy, a large cartoon purple dragon, and the boy’s abusive
foster family, the Gogans, who, in a choreographed song and
dance number after Pete’s escape, sing about how they are going

Director Jon Favreau brought new life to The Jungle Book in 2016.
Photo courtesy of nytimes.com.
to “paw him, claw him, saw him in half, when he cries out for
mercy, we’ll just laugh. Beat him, heat him, eat him for dessert,
roast him gently so the flames won’t hurt.”
So, the live action remake went in a… different direction.
The 2016 film is a more grounded film (that’s a low bar to
clear) that has no musical elements or laugh-out-loud comedic
moments. The movie is more of a drama, driven by the intricate
and interesting characters, played by talented actors like Robert
Redford and Bryce Dallas Howard. The film is a different
interpretation on a film that may have been lost in the catalogs
of Disney+ otherwise.
This is what Disney needs to do with their live-action
remakes. It is time for them to stop messing with their
masterpieces like Aladdin, Beauty and the Beast, and The Lion King,
and focus on the lesser-known but still artistically interesting
pieces in their “Disney Vault.”
Even films that are not as odd and obscure as Pete’s Dragon
can be remade in an expressive and interesting way! While it
hasn’t come out yet, the new Mulan rendition looks to be taking
the story in a fresh direction, cutting out some of the
cookie-cutter elements of the Disney formula such as musical
numbers and a wise-cracking, Eddie Murphy dragon.
While some of the slated Disney films don’t look
promising-- see “Untitled Tinker Bell film,” “Genies, a prequel
film for Aladdin,” “Godmothered, a Cinderella spin-off film,” not to
be confused with “Prince Charming standalone film,
Charming” (all apart of the Cinderella Cinematic Universe??) -there is a lot of hope for Disney’s live-action wave of films to
make a lot of older animated films for a new form of media and
a new generation of families.
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Tik Tok vs. Vine
Rachel Schultz
The latest app to become mainstream is Tik Tok, formerly
known as Musical.ly. It is a comedy, music, and overall
entertainment based app. Prior to Tik Tok, the well known app
Vine, was the largest comedic platform launching careers of many
of today’s biggest stars, like David Dobrik, Liza Koshy, the Dolan
Twins, Nash Grier, and the rest of David Dobrik’s Vlog Squad.
New apps sometimes struggle to take off, especially after
Musical.ly had died out, but transforming and giving new life to it
only made the app grow. Tik Tok has surpassed the Musical.ly
days now, far beyond where it used to be, finding great success.
Recently, as Tik Tok gained momentum and landed itself on
every teenager's phone, the new rivalry of Tik Tok vs Vine has
surfaced. New stars, like Charli D’Amelio, Alex French, Payton
Moormeier (known just as Payton), Ondrea and Tony Lopez and
many more have found lots of success on and off the app after
becoming ‘Tik Tok Famous.’ Charli D’Amelio was even brought
on stage to dance at a Bebe Rexha concert after her dancing Tik
Toks garnered attention. Tik Tok has also started its own culture,
with dances, music and even styles, like the ‘E-Boys’ and ‘VSCO
Girls’ found on the app. Though Vine had its following, it did not
have any success close to what Tik Tok has achieved in the short
time it has been around. Tik Tok has started its own trends,
bringing songs like “Roxanne” by Arizona Zervas, a rapper
without a record label, to the very top of the charts after videos of
people dancing to it hit the For You Page and went viral.
After taking an informal poll of 93 people on Instagram, to
get a sense of which app is more popular among people in and
outside of the school, Tik Tok was named the top app. Tik Tok
won with 58%, and 42% said Vine was more popular. Users
attending New Hartford and from other schools gave their answers
and provided me with reasons why they chose whichever app they
picked. Tik Tok was called “addictive” and “easy to use” many
times.
Sophomore Abbey Checola chose Tik Tok, and explained that
she thought the app was funnier than Vine ever was.
“I didn’t have Vine, but I downloaded Tik Tok as a joke, but
I’m a little addicted now,” senior Charmy Rani said.
“Tik Tok… it has a whole bunch of different media, not just
funny videos, but art videos, dances, etc.,” sophomore Gianna
Yacobucci said.

vs.

pictures from pinterest.com
Others referred to Vine as outdated, and explained that it was
an app that was not fully open to us when we were younger, making
Tik Tok much more relevant to us. However, Vine had its own
faithful supporters.
Junior Louis Battista said he prefers “Vine because it’s a classic
and gave people more freedom to create, which led to better
content[being] created, whereas Tik Tok people only follow trends
and it’s not as funny.”
Senior Ashley Giaccio said, “Vine just had more good content
and less cringe couples and Instagram comedy.”
Though Vine supporters had many good points, Vine has died
and left only Youtube compilations to remain; the hype around it
has been lost. However, some do credit Vine for Tik Tok’s success,
like when senior Korey Hans said, “I think Vine walked so Tik Tok
could run.”
Vine provided people with great comedians. Since they only
had six seconds, they had very limited time to deliver, but now that
we are through that era, Tik Tok provides users with a full minute
of content. The options are now endless, much more than Vine had
to offer in the time it was around. New users are on the rise daily,
everyone has a chance to become ‘Tik Tok Famous.’ Tik Tok has
proven time and time again to be the better app, after showing what
it can offer.

Some members of David Dobrik’s Vlog Squad
Photo courtesy of Seventeen Magazine
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OPINION
Social Media:
Is It Hindering Our Youth?
Victoria Haggerty
Social Media is part of our every day lives. It can be used as a
great tool to keep in touch with long distance friends and get
information about issues going on in the world around us.
Although these social apps can be helpful, there are negative
effects they can have on today's youth.
Apps like TikTok, Snapchat, and Instagram have many poor
effects on young teens who don’t know the right way to use them.
Social media should be used to surround yourself with positivity
and things that make you feel good, but instead teens are using it
to follow people that have more wealth and popularity than they
do. This causes low self esteem in youth because they feel bad
about not having the wealth and popularity that others have.
Online influencers are believed to be good people, but that is
not always true. These influencers may cause some youth to have
severe body image issues as they grow up. Young women look up
to many models who advertise for things like diet pills. This
teaches young women that taking these drugs are okay and being
thin and tall is the only way to be pretty. They begin learning
about the horrors of how society looks at women and they grow
up with body image issues. “A whopping 88 percent of women
said they compare themselves to images in the
media” (today.com).
Teens who are always online forget how to properly
communicate with people in the real world. Social media takes up
a lot of time from the teens and they never get out to
communicate face to face because they are always texting. This
causes them to become socially awkward and have a harder time
making friends offline. They also have trouble communicating
with family members. Having a family dinner can be difficult
because they treat phones like another family member. These
teens are always texting their friends during dinners and, even
worse, they are watching YouTube and Netflix at the table instead
of having a conversation. However, the young teens think
otherwise. Paige Haggerty finds that social media doesn't affect
her relationships with her friends and family offline. She says that
social media has brought her closer to her friends because it's
easier to make plans. Also, Paige finds it easier to make new
friends online.

I disagree. The attention span of our youth is shortening.
Trying to hold a conversation is becoming very difficult because
as you are trying to tell them something, they are thinking about
who could be texting them and they don't hear what you're
saying. Our social acceleration is going down quickly due to the
influence of social media. Social acceleration is defined as “the
increasing rates of change within collective attention,” according
to the website PRDaily. It’s becoming harder to keep youth
engaged in school and normal conversations because of how
social media presents itself. Many social media apps and even
online news sources keep their media short and right to the point
to keep the audience engaged. “Articles need to be short, with a
catchy lede, and increasingly less reliant on substance and facts
and in-depth research,” reports Psychology Today. Since this is true,
when things aren't short and simple, the youth cannot focus on
school or conversations
Social media should be used in positive ways. Teens should
be following people who make them feel good about themselves.
Young women should be following other women who promote
body positivity and self care so they start off early knowing how
to love and take care of their bodies. News sources are important
to follow too. Knowing what’s going on in the world can help
teens form their own, educated, opinions. When teens know
about what’s going on in the world, they know what to expect
when they are getting ready for their future and can make them
more independent. Teens should unfollow anyone that is making
them feel poorly about themselves.
A lot of times we follow people that we don't really know but
just see walking through the hallways. Following close friends can
help youth stay positive online because they aren't following
anyone who could make them feel bad about themselves.

Photo from Footwear news
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OPINION
Gerrit Cole takes on the
New York Pinstripes
Gabriella Yacobucci
The Yankees have acquired a major addition to
their roster, after searching for a pitcher and center
fielder before spring training in 10 weeks for their 2020
season. Pitcher Gerrit Cole signed a record breaking
deal of $324 million total for 9 years. This deal includes
a full no trade clause and he is allowed to opt out
following the 5th year.
Gerrit Cole has played for the Pittsburgh Pirates and
pitched in the 2019 World Series for the Houston Astros.
After 11 years, the Yankees finally signed him on December
10th, after selecting Cole in the 1st round in the 2008 draft. He
is a priority, since pitchers are high importance in the MLB, and
he is 29 years old, which means he is young and at the top of his
career at the moment.
Baseball fan Nick Teachout believes Gerrit Cole is one of
the best pitchers to come into the MLB at this time and is a
great acquisition to the Yankees.
“He was a good pitcher with the Pirates and then really
came to form when the Astros acquired him, and he looked
nearly unstoppable, while racking up a lot of wins,” says
Teachout.
The most common pitchers played this past successful
season of 103-59 wins to losses are players like Masahiro
Tanaka, James
Paxton, Luis
Severino,
James
Anthony
Happ, and
Jordan
Montgomery.
Overall, there
are 24
2019 Yankees celebrate east division win
pitchers, with
Photo
taken from lastwordonbaseball.com
some injured
and some in
the bullpen, who are relief pitchers.
The Yankees are known for their at bats, and big hits.
Teachout expressed that when you think of the Yankees, you

Gerrit Cole holding sign he brought to 2001 World Series
Photo taken from bronxpinstripes.com
think about the sluggers on the team. So Cole is a good one to
add to the excitement of their success, since the Yankees are not
known for pitching, and that could change in the upcoming
future.
Another baseball fan, Larry Deck, shared his opinion on
pitcher Gerrit Cole.
“It makes them favored to win the World Series, and he is
one of the best pitchers out there,” Deck says.
In my opinion, I believe Gerrit Cole being signed to the
Yankees is the last step needed to push the team to have an even
better season next year, and possibly go to the 2020 World
Series. This year, the Yankees had three wins out of three games
in the Division Series. Then, they moved onto playing six games
against the Houston Astros in the League Championship Series,
with the Astros winning four games, and the Yankees winning
two, which resulted in the Astros attending the World Series
rather than the New York team.
The Yankees have always been my favorite team ever since I
was little, since my godfather has always loved them too, and he
lives in the city somewhat near the stadium. I have faith in the
Yankees that they can have a big win next year with the addition
of Gerrit Cole to the group of pitchers because pitchers are a
crucial part to winning, including big hitters, who have
importance too. Although Gerrit Cole is at the peak of his
pitching career, he has not batted very often because his career is
based off of mainly pitching.
Stay tuned into 2020 MLB baseball season to see how the
New York Yankees will have turned out with their newest
additions and alterations of players’ positions!
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OPINION
O
P I N I O N : P O L I TI C S
Stop Talking About
Impeachment
It’s Time to Refocus our 2020 Election
By Luke Radel
2020 is a big year for our country. It’s the year when
Disney’s live-action Mulan film hits the big screen! Wait, I think
I’m getting my articles confused…
This year is an election year, and surprisingly enough, there
is other stuff going on besides the Presidential race! There are
many elections happening that affect our community in major
ways. But apparently, we can’t talk about the impact of those
races because everyone is so focused on The President,
especially when it comes to our Congressional race.
In November, incumbent Democratic Congressman
Anthony Brindisi will be running for a second term as
representative for the 22nd District of New York, which
encompasses a wide area from Utica to Binghamton. Brindisi, a
Utica native, beat out Former Republican Congresswoman
Claudia Tenney in 2018 by a thin margin of less than 4,500
votes, despite the fact that Republican President Donald Trump
won Brindisi’s home of Oneida County by 19.6% in 2016.
This rapid turn-around in party allegiance for the
community can largely be attributed to Brindisi’s campaign
platform as a moderate Democrat willing to work with both
sides of the aisle to get things done. But this time around, many
are worried that Brindisi may have difficulty making that pitch
to the voters of NY-22.
“I believe there is sufficient evidence presented [in the
impeachment inquiries] to move forward with a trial in the
Senate,” Brindisi told the Utica Observer-Dispatch in December.
Rep. Brindisi voted for the impeachment of Donald
Trump, a move considered by many to be “political suicide.” In
an op-ed published in the Observer Dispatch, Brindisi explained
his choice to side with his Democratic colleagues.
“I’ve always said I would work with [President Trump] to
get things done,” said Brindisi, “however, I will always put
country first and stand up for what I believe in when I think he
is wrong.”
Congressman Brindisi’s Republican adversaries pounced on
Brindisi’s choice to support Trump’s impeachment, including his
rival from last election, Claudia Tenney who is running yet
again for the NY-22 seat.

Congressman Anthony Brindisi (D-NY) is running for reelection.Photo credit: newsvoice.com
But let’s take a step back for a moment and understand this:
the impeachment doesn’t matter.
To be clear, it is important that Congress oversees the
executive branch and exercises its checks and balances. What I
mean is that whether or not our representative chooses to move
forward with this trial of the President is not something that
should bear heavily on our votes in 2020.
Congressman Brindisi should be judged on whether he has
done his job for New York’s 22nd Congressional District. This is
not about whether he sides with Nancy Pelosi or Adam Schiff in
an impeachment proceeding that ultimately will not
fundamentally impact the lives of everyday Americans.
It is the job of Congressman Brindisi to defend his
legislative record in the House, and the job of his Republican
opponents to criticize his policy positions and propose their own
plans in Congress, as opposed to turning this Congressional
election into a referendum on the President.
It is time for Democrats and Republicans alike to have a
debate on the issues that matter most to the people in our
community like lowering the cost of prescription drugs,
supporting American farmers on the world stage, and reforming
our immigration system-- changes that both sides of the aisle
believe need to be made.
230 Democrats voted for impeachment in December, the
widest margin of “yea” votes on an article of impeachment in
American history. The President would have been impeached in
the House whether Congressman Brindisi voted on it or not, so
it is time to stop talking about impeachment. It is time to stop
pretending that this matters to our district because it does not. It
is time to focus on the policies and the platforms of the men and
women wanting to represent us in 2020.
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
What is your favorite memory of the 2010’s decade?
Gabriella Yacobucci
“My favorite part was meeting new people
and starting to talk to old friends again. They
have made such a big impact on my life and I’m
“My favorite is when my Pops and I went on
very thankful that we have reconnected/
a trip out to Arizona, Nevada, and California.”
-Senior Eddie Schmidt
connected. They are now my closest friends and I
know I can count on them.”
“I’ve had ups and downs, but the summer of
-Junior Allison Moger
2019 was one of the best for me. I got more
exposure to college coaches through AAU
basketball. AAU helped academically and socially,
and set my future for when I graduate. I met great
people and awesome college coaches while in DC
and Atlantic City. This taught me you always have
to outwork the person next to you in order to
achieve a successful future, which is what happened
to me during the summer of 2019.”
-Senior Lonnie Wadsworth

“There’s so many, but I would say being able
to go to Italy with my family this past summer
because it’s something I’m always going to
remember.”
-Senior Olivia Hobika

“My favorite memory is prom. I went to
prom with this beautiful girl, and she is an
amazing person. I really can’t thank God enough
for bringing her into my life. She’s thoughtful and
I really enjoy spending time with her. It was our
8th month dating on December 27th, and I just
really couldn’t be happier.”
-Senior Jake Winn

photos taken from goodhousekeeping.com,
skyandtelescope.com, and polygon.com
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MEET THE STAFF
Luke Radel
Luke Radel is a sophomore at New Hartford, looking forward to graduating in 2022. He transferred
to New Hartford from Notre Dame in November and has since become active in Jazz Ensemble, Mock
Trial, and this newspaper! Luke also enjoys running cross country, coaching his brother John Paul’s
basketball team, and producing his political Youtube show, Elected News, where he has had the
opportunity to interview many of our government officials and even got to meet the current President.
Luke is the oldest of three; his younger brothers are John Paul and Mark. Mark also recently
transferred to the New Hartford community, joining the 8th grade class at Perry. There, Mark is a
member of the Modified Basketball team and has been able to meet lots of new friends. Mark also has
Down syndrome, a common genetic variation which usually causes delays in physical, intellectual, and
language development. Luke is active in the Down syndrome community, serving on the board of the
local Down syndrome support group, The 21 Club. As a part of this group, he has been able to spread
the message that people with Down syndrome are “more alike than different!”
Luke has been able to write a political column for Spartan Expressions offering his take on what is in the news. He is also excited to write
about some of his other passions, including Disney, “The Office,” Star Wars, and a lot more. He’s excited for this new challenge and looking
forward to what lies ahead for him at New Hartford.

James Barclay
James Barclay is a senior at New Hartford Senior High School. James is the sweetest person to
ever meet. He enjoys coming to school and hanging out with his friends. He reads comic books only
if it is a topic that interests him.
If not in school James will usually be at home playing the latest video game. However, when in
school he goes to BOCES for half of the day to study Cyber Security. James enjoys taking
technology classes just as much as he enjoys his video games.
In his free time, James enjoys fish fry Fridays. He can’t decide his favorite place, so wherever his
grandma takes him is the best place for him.If not eating a fish fry, he will be eating a hamburger
from Texas Roadhouse. A fun fact about James is that he loves cinnamon bread and eats it for
breakfast mostly every day.
James is the nicest person and a smart student. If you see him in the hall, stop him and talk
about the latest video game. He will be your best friend!

Any student may contribute to Spartan Expressions
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MEET THE STAFF
Ashley Giaccio
Ashley Giaccio is currently a senior at the high school. She is one of many writers for the school
newspaper, Spartan Expressions. Ashley is very kind and funny, and is a great person to get to know.
Ashley is the youngest of three kids. She is very close with her two brothers, one is in his
sophomore year at SUNY Binghamton, and the other recently graduated from SUNY Geneseo. One
thing she loves to do in her free time is to watch movies, her favorite is usually whatever she has seen
latest in the movie theater because she loves the concept of movie cinema and things like big screen
projectors.
Masque is the main extracurricular activity that Ashley is involved in throughout the school year.
Ashley is a student director of Masque, which means most of her free time is spent at school during
the fall and spring musicals. The high school’s show choir, the Spartan Singers, is an additional
activity that she loves to be a part of.
As this is her last year of high school, college planning has begun for Ashley and she is hoping to
go to college in New York City. Ashley is looking at schools with programs including musical theatre.
She is very passionate about storytelling and how it can be told in various ways, like acting and writing.

Gabriella Yacobucci
Gabriella Yacobucci is a New Hartford senior. She is passionate about mathematics and wants
to continue her education to pursue it.
Gabriella has a large family consisting of three younger sisters, her mom and dad, and her three
dogs. Two of her sisters are currently enrolled in the high school alongside her.
She is currently taking 3 AP classes including english literature, spanish and calc AB. She is also
taking Government and Journalism. When outside of school Gabriella enjoys being apart of the
varsity softball team, coloring and drawing, as well as solving puzzles and math problems.
Her favorite tv show is Friends but she also likes reality tv because the crazy antics they get
themselves into. Gabriella loves to read and if she had to pick, her favorite book would be The
Notebook.
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SPORTS
New Hartford Swimming & Diving
Trains Hard for Sectionals
Nolan Hyman
In their third month in the season with only one month away from sectionals, the
New Hartford Swimming & Diving team has been having a great season so far with 3
wins and 3 losses under their belt. There are only five meets remaining in the season,
and the team is feeling confident in their ability to win the sectional title this year.
“The team is doing great,” says junior captain Gavin Schiavi, “Thus far we’ve
really exceeded my expectations for our capability and everyone has really stepped up
this year. I definitely think we have a good chance at winning the sectional title this year,
and if everyone stays healthy and continues to grow stronger and faster then it’ll really
help secure that win for us.”
The team is a part of the section three class B division, so for these last five meets it
is important swimmers qualify for sectionals. Fortunately, the team has been making
great progress in accumulating best times and qualifying for sectionals; all while
supporting each other to reach their goals. December 19th was a home meet against
Mexico, which was a great example of how much the team encourages and pushes each
other.
“Our meet against Mexico was probably the most exciting meet I’ve ever
participated in with the team. There wasn’t a second where everyone wasn’t on their
feet screaming and cheering on for swimmers. Besides the complications brought up
afterwards, that meet has to be my favorite meet on the team so far,” says Schiavi.
Initially the team had beat Mexico but due to an error discovered after the meet,
Mexico won by default with a score of 95 to 91. Nonetheless the team’s energy while
facing their rival was incredible from the start of the meet to the finish, including a lot
of screaming and cheering, and the team was completely ecstatic when it was
announced that New Hartford had beat Mexico.
Senior Gage Kilborne states, “It was a tough meet against Mexico that ended up in
some controversy that helped reignite this bitter rivalry. Even though we lost by default,
we have enough confidence that we can beat them again.”
Regardless of the “loss” against Mexico, the swim team had won something much
more important that night- That meet showed the strength of New Hartford and it was
an even greater display of a team that wanted something so badly that they fought for it
until the very end, and regardless of the outcome the team is still there for each other
because they believe in each other, even if the victory was later reversed.
“The meet against Mexico was an overall amazing experience,” senior captain
Matt Bailey says, “It was a close match coming down to the last event and to be a part
of those final relays was an amazing adrenaline rush.”

https://www.uticaod.com/sports/20170905/newhartford-swim-teams-performance-reflects-morale

A photo of one of our workouts during Thanksgiving
break

continued on next page
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S P O RTS
Swim, continued from previous page
(Cont’d from last page)
Not only was the meet against Mexico a meet that showed how strong the team is
together, but the Indian River Invitational on December 14th also proved that the team
doesn’t quit. New Hartford won first place in the invitational against Rome Free
Academy, South Jefferson, Lowville Academy, Watertown, Holland Patent, Proctor,
Indian River, Gouverneur, Carthage, and Beaver River with a total of 337 points and
RFA having 280 points. Throughout the entire meet there wasn’t a lot of sitting, instead
the team constantly cheered each other on especially when members of the team would
make podium.
When it was announced that New Hartford earned first place, there were high fives
all around and tons of cheering; the win definitely had a positive impact on the team’s
morale and spirit. Even with the win, however, the boys understood that there was still a
lot of work ahead of them and that they weren’t done yet.
“I’m extremely confident in the team’s ability. With the great leadership from Coach
McFarland and Coach Rosenbarker and the other seniors on this team have really
pushed themselves to get faster and I can tell how much it means to them every day…
I’m happy with how the team is looking,” says Schiavi.
The swim team has been training hard for the past three months in order to keep
getting better and prepare for sectionals, and it doesn’t look like they’re showing any
signs of stopping. The team is determined and pushing themselves through practice, but
they are also having a lot of fun in this year’s season; the future looks bright for the New
Hartford Boys Varsity Swimming & Diving team.

https://www.newhartfordschools.org//site/
Default.aspx?PageID=3659
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News
New Hartford Varsity Boys
Basketball:
Back on Top
Connell Williams
This year seems to be the year New Hartford has started to
show that with hard work and great coaching, the sports will
flourish; the boys varsity basketball team is the perfect example of
such. With an early 3-2 record, this team has proven that New
Hartford basketball is back on the map.
After a tough 4-25 record last season, the boys on the team
started a re-building phase in order to show that the program was
still here.
“This year is different,” said senior and captain Colin
Oczkowski. “We lost 6 seniors and some key players from last
year. We didn’t play our best last year, but this year we are gelling
very well with a better mindset for more wins.”
One of the key players that the players looked up to last year
was alum, Austin Dropkin. Not only was Dropkin captain of the
team and leader in scoring last year, he was also awarded MVP
for the basketball team.
“We had Austin and he ran everything,” said senior Kyler
Wheat, “and we don’t have a role model like that this year;
however, this is a completely different team that is is deeper and
with more talent.”
One of the most noticeable parts of this team is the young
talent that was brought up this year. Both Zach Philipkoski and
Colton Suriano are freshmen starters for the team, and they are
electrifying on the court.

“This year we have a lot more size and we’re young,”
explained Kyler. “We’re able to go up and down the court and
rebound; we’re a dual threat.”
The team just flows a lot better this season than it has in the
past and it is noticeable in the way the team plays together.
“The atmosphere is different,” Colin said. “Everyone is more
motivated. The first couple games we hadn’t worked together a
lot and it showed in how we played. Now that we have worked
together, we have worked out everything and have learned the
best way to win.”
It is early in the season, but sectionals is a possibility to the
team more than ever before.
“I think we are going to have a pretty solid run to sectionals
this year if we work together and play as a team,” Kyler said.
“We haven’t made sectionals in a while and it will just
depend.” Colin explained.
The boys have a tough schedule coming up this season and
only time will tell if the team can win it all, but with great
teamwork, they can succeed.
As of January 13th, the boys have been a solid 6-5 with a
tough upcoming game at RFA.

“This year is different.” - Colin Oczkowski
Picture courtesy of cnyhomepage.com
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NEWS
Athlete in the Sportlight
Boys Varsity Hockey
Gianna Giglio
As we are in the midst of the winter and the new year has
just rolled in, New Hartford sports are at an all time high.
Basketball, swimming, track and many more are developing the
mentality that helps the athletes to have a successful season. This
winter, a player from the boys hockey team will be featured. So
far, their record is 6-3 and they are determined to keep going
with a positive season. This is “Athlete in the Sportlight.”
The “Athlete in the Sportlight” this week is senior hockey
player, Logan Kraft. Logan’s position is starting forward for the
New Hartford Spartans. His position involves skating down the
ice to receive the puck, and scoring goals for his team. Logan
enjoys playing hockey because of the competition and the fun of
playing it. His dedication and leadership helped him receive the
honor of assistant captain for the team.
Logan explains his favorite parts of practice: “ My favorite
part is probably playing with my teammates and winning the
games.” Logan enjoys playing the sport overall, and describes
winning as a bonus.
Every hockey practice fluctuates based on the type of day
the team has before. For example, there are 5 am and 7 pm
practices. However, they will never have the same time each day.
If there is a 5 am practice the day before then there will be a 7
pm practice the day after, so they can practice at different times
of the day. Logan recognizes the advantages of both practice
times.

“Night practices are easy. You’re up for them already and
morning practices wake me up for the day and I feel more
productive.”
Being a hockey player requires a lot of time and dedication.
Players with a passion for hockey and dedication will stick with it.
Since Logan has been playing since he was 4 years old, this shows
how dedicated he is.
Throughout the week, no matter the time of practice, it is
important for the team to work on their conditioning. Every
practice involves doing sprints by skating up and down the ice.
They also work on different shooting drills to practice for their
upcoming game.
The boys have a bond that no other team has, waking up at
5 am to practice together every other day is something no other
New Hartford sport has experienced. They also travel far to
compete with other teams for away games. In December, the
boys took an overnight trip to Salmon River near Canada. They
stayed in a hotel and bonded by sharing meals together and
memories. Other sports don’t have the same experience.
The New Hartford boys hockey team uses their hard work to
perform as best they can at each and every game.
Favorite food: Chicken Parmesan
Favorite subject: Personal Finance
Favorite Movie: Miracle on Ice

Logan and teammate getting ready to defeat their
opponent.
Source: Logan Kraft’s Iphone
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Language and Culture
Profe Home
Studying Abroad and Expanding Language
Abilities
Zoe Van Savage
For some, language and culture is something that is a part of
your family, already mixed in with their blood from the start. But,
for others, it's more of something to discover and learn about. For
one of New Hartford's Spanish teachers, focusing and studying the
Spanish language and culture was an easy choice.
The first encounter that Profe Homa had with Spanish was
from Erik Estrada from the show "CHIPS." Immediately, she was
intrigued by the culture. Sparking this initial interest, Homa went
on to study Spanish in high school.
"Although I 'qualified' to take German in high school...I chose
Spanish because of my interest, intrigue and the growing
popularity of its use in the U.S. society," said Homa.
Growing up in a small town in the Catskills, there was limited
diversity and rarely an opportunity to see, what she refers to as the
"outside world." Her Spanish class was a chance for her to
incorporate herself into what she held dear to her heart. Having
such a positive experience in her high school Spanish classroom,
she had a strong sense of what direction she would go in once she
graduated.
"I loved speaking Spanish and was lucky to know early that I
wanted to incorporate it somehow in my college studies and then
in my career," said Homa.
She eventually moved on to major in Spanish in
undergraduate and received her Master's of Arts in Teaching
Spanish. During her Junior year of undergraduate school, she had
the opportunity to study abroad. For 2 semesters, Homa studied in
Sevilla, Spain, in the southern
province of Andalucia. For most
foreign language students,
studying abroad is one of the
most valuable experiences one
can have, therefore she treasured
her time abroad and will never
forget it.
During her time in graduate
school, Homa also studied

different methodologies of
learning languages. The
class was exposed to
language in a variety of
different ways and was
asked to write down their
feelings about learning
languages. This specific
experience changed the way
she looked at learning and
teaching languages.
"We were literally yelled
at, demanding answers on
the spot versus a more calm 'exposure' to languages...the objective
was to teach us in various ways which raised or lowered our stress
and anxiety levels...my perspective changed dramatically in
learning what worked for me," said Homa.
Now that Homa is finished with her studies, she tries to use her
language skills as much as possible, aside from the classroom
setting. She has several native Spanish speakers as friends with
whom she communicates, and, of course, gets to use Spanish when
she travels.
Not only does she enjoy the language, but she also uses
Spanish to help out whenever she can. "In the past I have also been
asked to translate for the district when needed for meetings and
phone calls to community members," said Homa.
Homa also credits her unique experience learning Spanish to
her teaching style. Because she is a non-native Spanish speaker, she
can help students learn the language in the same way that she
learned.
"For example - learning an advanced grammar point was
always a challenge for me - once I figured it out via the instruction
and then my practice of it - I could form a way to present it via
teaching to help my students learn it. So it's a cycle," said Homa.
Starting off in her life only knowing English, her tips for
learning a language are to stick with it. She notes that most
students do not continue with language studies after level 3.
However "...understanding and using the language, speaking of
your feet, having confidence to speak to others..." is an immensely
important step in making a language stick.
Finally, Homa stresses that "Practice makes perfect in studying
the language, also watching videos and listening to songs helps
internalize some language and also helps with pronunciation."

Photo(left) of window overlooking Seville, Spain, submitted by Profe Homa.
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ALUMNI NEWS
New Hartford Alumni;
Where Are They Now?
Class of 2019
Rachel Schultz
The class of 2019 are all familiar faces to current students in
this school. They are the most recent class to graduate, and are
starting off their lives as college students, as members of the
workforce, and so much more. They have just stepped into the
world after high school and have begun seeing what the next step of
life is like, little by little.
Rosemarie Burynski is a graduate of the 2019 class. She is
attending Bucknell University in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, currently
as an undecided major, but Burynski is planning to study economics
with a minor in music. While in high school, Burynski was on the
soccer team, figure skated for the Skating Club of New Hartford,
performed with Masque, and served on prom committee.
Burynski enjoyed many classes in high school. Her favorites
include AP Environmental Science, AP English Language, AP
Biology, and AP Macro Economics.
Burynski is heading into her second semester of freshman year,
meaning she has experienced many parts of college life already, and
college is the main focus of her life currently. She has found college
to be somewhat stressful but overall has loved her time at Bucknell.
She says classes in college are different from high school, they are
more difficult, but easy to become accustomed to the new level of
education she was entering. Burynski shares that it takes some
organization to coordinate what to do in between classes, since she
no longer has a six hour class schedule like in high school.
“College so far has been amazing! I was definitely worried
about leaving my hometown...but Bucknell did an amazing job at
making the transition easier… I do get homesick but it is extremely
natural and extremely worth the knowledge and memories I’ve
made so far,” Burynski said about her new college life.
Burynski thinks high school seniors should should keep in mind
that the stress that comes with college applications will not last.
Burynski wants students to know that just because someone doesn’t
make it into a school, doesn’t mean they aren’t good enough, she
explained by telling me a story of one of her college friends and
herself. Each of them were accepted into a school that the other
was not, even though both schools were very similar. She explained
that this is a great example of how getting a rejection letter might
not be as bad as one would think. It just may mean that there is a

Rosemarie Burynski
Courtesy of 2019 Jedidiac
school out there that is a much better fit, and in their case,
Bucknell was for them both.
Burynski offers advice for current high schoolers as they
approach graduation in the coming years. She says, “Be open
minded towards everything. High school and whatever you choose
to do after will be very different experiences, but both have so
much to offer...don’t stress so much about grades and applications
that you forget to enjoy yourself, and just remember that if you’re
happy, you’re doing something right.”
Burynski is loving her college life, and will head back to finish
her freshman year in the coming weeks. She is very excited to
continue the next step of her life, and is taking what she learned in
New Hartford with her.

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org
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Helping Hands
Habitat for Humanity
Kassidi Nicholl
There are many important organizations in our local area, one of them being our local Habitat for Humanity.
Habitat for Humanity is a global nonprofit organization that helps build homes in local communities across all 50 states in the U.S. and
in approximately 70 countries. Their vision is of a world where everyone has a decent place to live. They do this by partnering with families
who need decent and affordable housing. Someone who requests a home from Habitat for Humanity help build their own alongside
volunteers and pays an affordable mortgage. This is all made possible by donations from volunteers and donors. Since Habitat was founded
in 1976 they’ve built over 800,000 homes.
Not only does Habitat help build homes, but they also help people repair and improve their own homes and neighborhoods. They also
have a program called Habitat’s Disaster Response that works with local communities to address a
variety of housing needs after natural disasters. The Habitat’s advocacy work raises awareness and
support for decent and affordable housing all around the world. Outside of North America in less
fortunate areas Habitat has many more and innovative methods to help others.
A major part of Habitat for Humanity is their ReStore projects. ReStore is a resale business that
sells new or used building materials and home improvement items to the general public. All materials
are donated and are resold for about 50% to 90% below retail prices. Profits from the store all go back
to the local Habitat. The purpose of ReStore is to help fund local projects, like providing reduced
building costs and helping build affordable housing. There
are many positives to having a local ReStore, like offering
cheaper materials, promoting recycling, and reducing the
Our Local ReStore
amount of waste going into landfills.
There are many opportunities and ways to volunteer with Habitat for Humanity. One of

Someone’s name on the
floor of the Square Foot
Club

the ways is volunteering on a build, meaning you would help build a house or help do
improvements on someones home. During construction you could be doing manual labor tasks,
leading a crew of volunteers, donating building materials, or making lunch for other volunteers.
In order to do this you have to be older than 16 and anyone 16-17 years old must be
accompanied by an adult.
If working on the construction site isn’t for you, you can also volunteer at the local ReStore. At the

ReStore you can volunteer as a truck driver, help unload the trucks, become a donation coordinator, be
a cashier, or be a merchandise associate. The time commitment for volunteering at ReStore is vey
minimal: there’s just some training needed and you would volunteer about once a week. There are two shifts every day Tuesday-Saturday.
If you don’t want to volunteer in person, there are other ways to donate. You can just give money to the local chapter, or you can donate
specifically to the Square Foot Club. It costs $78 per square foot to build a Habitat house, and if you donate you have a chance to put your
name on the floor of the house and you get an exclusive invitation to the Home Dedication Ceremony.
Overall, Habitat for Humanity is a wonderful organization to volunteer for, and everything you do really helps their cause.
494 French Rd, Utica, NY 1350

info@oneidacountyhabitat.org

Administration Office Phone: 315-624-9010
ReStore Phone: 315-624-9010
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HEROES
Hospital Workers
Victoria Haggerty
Hospital workers are known for saving lives. Doctors, nurses, phlebotomists and even the janitors play an important part in keeping
people healthy. These healthcare workers always go the extra mile to ensure the health of their patients are stable.
Nurses take the time to get to know their patients. This makes the patients feel more comfortable while in the hospital. It also can help
save their lives when the nurse knows about how they live. The nurse can learn about special dietary needs of a patient and make requests
so the patient isn't harmed by the food.
Jim Nellenbach is a janitor at St. Elizabeths hospital. He loves his job because of the people he meets every day. Mr. Nellenbach
enjoys getting things the patient may ask for like extra blankets and pillows. Keeping the hospital clean is very important to him. Jim wants
to make sure all of the patients are in a clean, safe hospital. Having a clean and properly sterilized hospital is important for ensuring the
health of the patients and the employees in the hospital.
Pre-hospital care workers are just as important as hospital workers. Their job is very difficult because when they arrive at a scene their
job is to stabilize the patient before they even get to the hospital. Sometimes the patient is in a serious and unstable condition. Stabilizing
the patient can be challenging but it is one of the most important jobs of pre-hospital care workers.
Every health care worker plays an important part in keeping people healthy and saving lives.

Photo from workerslaw.com

Photo from corinthiansgroup.com

Photo from explorehealthcareers.com
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FEATURE
Recap of the Artists and Shows in the Decade
Top 5 of the Decade
Gianna Giglio
inside and wants to keep on producing hits.
Are you a 2000’s baby? Well, I'm sorry to tell you that your
decade is ending. Throughout the 2000s there have been so many
memories and traditions that only children born in it will
understand. From clothing trends to music to TV shows,
everything has changed. This decade will never be forgotten as it
will carry over into each decade to come. Today we will focus on
the artists and TV shows that made your childhood different from
the decade now. Let's stroll down memory lane and recap the
trendiest artists and shows in the decade that will soon come to an
end.
This decade had many artists that became hits. These artists
are only the top 5 of the decade that are either most popular, had
the greatest hits, or are overall an inspiration to people. Although
many websites differ about which artists are the top 5, here is what
Billboard.com shares.
The Number 1 artist on Billboard for the
decade is Eminem. In 2009 he was on a roll
with producing all No. 1 hits of the decade.
“Relapse” was his fifth No. 1 album in the
Billboard 200. Eminem is working with the
producer Dre and says they are back up with some of their old
mischievous ways they used to be.

Number 2 is Usher, who was said to
be an “unstoppable force in popular
music.” He scored around eight No.1
hits on the hip hop billboard in this decade. This is more than any
other artist has done before. His 2004 single “Confessions” sold 20
million across the world. Usher still continues his journey of
excelling in the music industry.
Number 3 is Nelly known for his two hit
singles “Hot in Here” and “Dilemma”. These
were his top hits along with “Nellyville” that
scored in the top five on Billboards. Nelly
believes that he is expressing the talent he has

Number 4 is the one and only Beyonce. She is the top female
artist of the decade because her top hits “Single
Ladies,” “Irreplaceable,” and “Crazy in Love” were
all in the top 100. However, these songs made her
the queen of the decade. Beyonce wanted to write
music that everyone can relate to or debate about.
This is exactly what she did with the song “Single
Ladies.”She says,“‘Single Ladies’ is an uptempo song
that’s fun. But it’s also something women go through every day.”
There are many more artists in the top 10 on Billboard but
Number 5 is Alicia Keys. Alicia spent a lot of time and effort to
develop the right songs, and she definitely
succeeded. She has had three singles hit No.
1 on Billboard and two other collabs also
ranked number one on the Billboard. Alicia
is now a judge on The Voice which helps her successful career
grow even more.
Growing up in this decade everyone listened to all of these
artists at least once, but who was actually their favorite out of the
5? Senior Porter Lopata shares that if he had to pick it would be
Eminem. He hasn’t dropped any new albums in a year or so but
Porter expresses the love for his music and his story.
“ I think it's sad that he was surrounded by not the best
influencers when he grew up, and was in poverty. But I think it’s
the coolest thing that he didn’t live with it, he made a change,”
Porter says.
Porter thinks Eminem's music shows how much better he
wanted to make his life and make a change for others as well.
Another Senior Joe Puccio also picks Eminem. Joe says
that his music really makes him motivated and pumps him up:
“Whether I'm going to school, doing a broadcast, or need some
motivation, Eminem is my go-to.”
However, Senior Connell Williams disagrees. He says he
enjoys Ushers music the best. Connell can connect with his songs
and remember more of them then the other five artists in the
decade:“I like his voice and how he presents it through music. I
think he defines the decade more than Beyonce or Nelly does.”
continued on next page
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FEATURE

Recap, continued from previous page
Some people may have not picked from these five artists, but if
you had to which one would you pick?
Some of the best cartoon series are the ones developed
throughout this decade. These are not the top 5 but they are some
of the most common watched TV shows made.
Phineas and Ferb
This show consists of two brothers with a
mischievous pet platypus that is a secret agent.
However, Phineas and Ferb have no idea who
their pet really is, until they one day find out
when the platypus saves them from danger. They
also have a sister who tries to ruin their best
summer of inventions ever, but she never succeeds. Overall this
show is a comical, interesting and entertaining show to have
grown up with.
Spongebob Squarepants
Spongebob is a show most children
watch when growing up. This is
about a talking sponge experiencing
different conflicts in the underwater
sea creature lifestyle. Along with the help of his snail Gary, best
friends Patrick and Sandy, neighbor Squidward, boss Mr.Krabs
and so many more, Spongebob will takes many adventurous trips
and along the way may have some setbacks.
Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
Mickey Mouse is a mouse that Disney
created, but now it has turned into a show.
Mickey Mouse Clubhouse is a show where
Mickey and his friends go on adventures
but along the way encounter some
problems. They include the audience of viewers by asking
questions to the screen and assuming the viewer answers the
characters proceed with their actions. This show is educational
but fun for young children to watch. It also has a catchy theme
song!
Blue’s Clues
Blue’s Clues is about an animated dog named Blue and her
owner Steve. Blue puts her paw prints on three different clues,
with the help of Steve and the audience they figure out what Blue
wants to do. Daily adventures would appear in this show, there is
daily mail that Steve and Blue open from the viewers. This show is
so innocent but also teaches children how to spot clues and work

together. This is a problem solving show expressing problems and
strategies to solve them.
The Backyardigans
The Backyardigans is a cartoon
that has five characters: Pablo,
Uniqua, Austin, Tyrone, and
Tasha. In their shared backyard,
these five characters use their imagination to work through
challenges and go on fantastic adventures with each other. This
show encourages young children to use their imaginations and
suggests how fun your backyard is.
Every child had their one favorite show growing up. Out of
the top 5 for the decade I asked three students from New Hartford
High School what their favorite was and why. Luckily, I got
different answers for each.
Senior Porter Lopata says,“That’s easy, my favorite
childhood show is Spongebob, best in my book no doubt.”
Porter expresses his love for the show by still watching it
today; he likes the humor and how the lines from the show are so
iconic.
“We still yell out that classic one line when around our
friends and everyone understands.” Porter says, as you get older
the more subtle jokes you understand.
However, senior Joe Puccio will beg to differ with this one. Joe
says his favorite show is Phineas and Ferb because it is a show he
always used to watch with his friends in Rochester, where he grew
up.
“ I always have great memories from watching the show,” Joe
says. Joe still enjoys this show today and watches it with his
friends here at New Hartford as well.
Lastly, senior Connell Williams had chosen Blue’s Clues as his
favorite children's show from this decade. He says that the
narrator of the show Steve which later turned into Joe really
added to the show.
“The adventures that the dog Blue would bring the audience
and either Joe or Steve on were great.” Connell says that everyone
gets excited when they hear that theme song on the T.V. “It’s
Blue’s Clues!”
Everyone who grew up in this decade has a different
remembrance of their all time favorite T.V. show, but what’s
yours?
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MUSIC
Vinyl Arrival
Top Hits of the 2010s
Connell Williams
2010 was not only the beginning of the decade, but also the
beginning of new horizons within the music world. Many
billboard hits throughout the year prove that time has really
changed within these past 10 years. Here are my picks for the top
hits of 2010.
RAP: “Runaway” by Kanye West ft. Pusha T - A great track
by Kanye with an even better feature from Pusha. It truly shows
the changes Kanye has taken in the decade.
ROCK: “Lay Me Down” by The Dirty Heads ft. Rome from
Sublime with Rome - A classic chill song that is very calm and
relaxing. This song is the perfect summer vacation song.
COUNTRY: “Colder Weather” by Zac Brown Band - I did
bash Zac’s last release of the decade, but I have to praise the sad
love song for being one of the best of 2010.
POP: “Just the Way You Are” by Bruno Mars - Bruno Mars
exploded into the music scene this past decade. This is what many
remember being that first hit that Mars ever released and for good
reason, it is catchy and well sung.
2011, one of the most forgotten years of the 2010s, had some
very significant events, such as the successful elimination of
Osama Bin Laden and the release of LMFAO’s greatest hits. Here
are the best hits for 2011:
RAP: “Ima Boss” by Meek Mill ft. Rick Ross - What other
song proves how cool Rick Ross and Meek Mill are? None. The
song is so classic that it will be on the radio a lot in the future.
ROCK: “Walk” by Foo Fighters - For those who love the Foo
Fighters and alternative rock, this song is one of the best. I
remember watching the music video with my dad and headbanging to it for the first time; yes, I still do it and no, you cannot
stop me.
COUNTRY: “Red Solo Cup” by Toby Keith - This song has
been hated on many times, but I believe the hate can end. It is not
supposed to be a lovely song; it is the fun party country song that
people can sing along to. I think it bumps up a point for being on
VH1 and MTV a lot.
POP: “Party Rock Anthem” by LMFAO - Everyone growing
up in the 2010s will remember “shufflin´” everywhere after this

song released. Personally, this song brings back great memories
from 3rd grade, hanging out with my friends on the playground,
and singing this song loud and proud. 2011 really loved partying I
guess.
2012, the year to end all years. The LMFAO/M&M
commercial, The Avengers, the re-election of President Obama,
and Hurricane Sandy. These are the best songs of 2012.
RAP: “Work Hard, Play Hard” by Wiz Khalifa - Everyone
going to a sporting event will probably hear this song at least once.
Not only is it used in athletes’ playlists, but also stadiums across
the world play this song due to its sheer greatness.
ROCK: “Lonely Boy” by The Black Keys - This song is
another playlist song, but I think most remember it for being in
commercials. I still think that everyone needs to listen to the full
song at least once.
COUNTRY: “Better Than I Used to Be” by Tim McGraw Tim McGraw was the voice of country for years, but I believe this
was possibly his best. The song screams “let me back into your
heart” and McGraw does it with pure talent.
POP: “Somebody That I Used to Know” by Goyte ft.
Kimbra - Everyone was in love with this song. It still is a complete
genius work of art eight years later and there are not enough
words to describe how great this song is. Just listen to it again.
2013, a rough year in history. Boston Strong, Next-Gen video
game systems, and Miley Cyrus at the VMA Awards. The music,
was not half bad.
RAP: “Started From the Bottom” by Drake - The song that
blew the flood doors wide open for many with Drake. The hit is
still very great all these years later.
ROCK: “My Songs Know What You Did (In the Dark)” by
Fall Out Boy - The Utica Comets could not stop playing this song
when they came back to the city. Used for hype, this song was
stuck in every 11 year olds head for months.
COUNTRY: “Wagon Wheel” by Darius Rucker - Rucker of
Hootie and the Blowfish released this classic song that is just great.
There are not enough words to describe how much I love this
song.
POP: “Happy” by Pharrel Williams - If you are a senior and
you went to Bradley, you probably despise this song; I still have my
inner feelings about it, but it is still decent enough.

Continued on next page
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MUSIC

Vinyl Arrival, continued from previous page
2014, a year of change for many. Ebola was a thing, Lebron
went back to Cleveland, and Taco Bell released the breakfast
menu.
RAP: “Trap Queen” by Fetty Wap - Many will argue with me
and believe that there is another song that deserves this spot, but I
think this song is just the song I tend to remember the most. It just
is so memorable with its performance and hook-based beat.
ROCK: “Come With Me Now” by Kongos - A hype up song
that literally screams in your face to get ready for any game or
battle that one is about to face. The distorted voice
effect adds a lot to the song, making it different from others.
COUNTRY: “This is How We Roll” by Florida Georgia Line
ft. Luke Bryan - This song might be a little more of a pop country
song, but everyone knows this song. When it is played, you can see
people dancing and for good reason; it is one of the catchiest
country songs ever.
POP: “Let Her Go” by Passenger - Another one-hit-wonder of
the 2010s strikes with this famous sad-love pop song that was on
the radio for the entire year. This was the go-to song that teens
should cry to in heart-break moments.
Remember 2015? Caitlyn Jenner became Caitlyn, and there
was also great music. The best songs are just good, so these are the
best songs of 2015:
RAP: “The Hills” by The Weeknd - The Weeknd broke out
into stardom through this hit and it is well-deserved because it is by
far his best song. This is one of my all-time favorites by far.
ROCK: “I Bet My Life” by Imagine Dragons - This single
blew my mind. The strong drums filling the entire canvas of this
song works perfectly with the performances from the rest of the
band.
COUNTRY: “Take Your Time” by Sam Hunt - This was one
of those songs that I remember very well because my mom kept
the country radio station on and this just so happened to be the
song to beat all songs.
POP: “Shut Up and Dance!” by Walk the Moon - Everyone
dances to this songs whether it is a school dance or wedding
because this song is just so up-beat. Say this if you are in a bad
mood, “Alexa, play ‘Shut Up and Dance.’”
2016 was memorable year for all the wrong reasons. David
Bowie passed away and the entire Brexit situation exploded. The
music, however, did make the year; that being said, these are the
best songs of 2016.

RAP: “goosebumps” by Travis Scott ft. Kendrick Lamar This is a song that not only showed that Scott was not a one-hitwonder, but it also showed he had staying power. The sad/lowtone based song is perfect in every aspect and is a main-stay in the
2020s.
ROCK: “Dark Necessities” by Red Hot Chili Peppers - The
first album by the legendary band in over a decade lead to this, one
of their best songs of all time. The build up in the beginning, the
bass riff from Flea, etc. just left me very satisfied with the new
project.
COUNTRY: “Die A Happy Man” by Thomas Rhett - It
might not be lyrically complicated, but it has the perfect high-notes
and guitar work that makes it a perfect slow song.
POP: “Dangerous Woman” by Ariana Grande - This might
not be my favorite of all of her work, but this is definitely up there.
This woman possess a pure talent that can almost never matched
to her extent.
We got a new president, 28-3(Falcon’s Superbowl Bust when
they lost to the Patriots after starting with such a strong lead), and
#MeToo… 2017 was… good? I think it should be the music that
takes the cake due to the sheer greatness it holds.
RAP: “rockstar” by Post Malone ft. 21 Savage - The song on
repeat in everyone's head. Personally, I remember listening to this
for the first time on SoundCloud and being blown away by how
much I was hooked.
ROCK: “Highway Tune” by Greta Van Fleet - the breakout
hit for the forerunners of new rock. The Led Zeppelin sound did
help the band to some extent due to nostalgia, but it is just so good
I cannot put it into words.

COUNTRY: “The Fighter” by Keith Urban ft. Carrie
Underwood - The performances of both Urban and Underwood
were great. This is a head-bopping song that makes the listener
groove.
POP: “Perfect” by Ed Sheeran - Not Sheeran’s best song, but I
just like it. The guitar work is perfect and lyrics are just so swaying.
2018 had great things happened in 2018 like Bohemian
Rhapsody, the Philly Special, and another great year of music.
Rap: “Lucid Dreams” by Juice WRLD - The breakout song
for the now deceased rapper is great. The riff from Sting’s song is
great

Continued on next page
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MUSIC
Vinyl Arrival, continued from previous page
ROCK: “Freak Like You” by The Struts Another band bringing back the sound of classic
rock, The Struts give us this b-side as their best.
COUNTRY: “Beautiful Crazy” by Luke Combs
- The pure love for that Combs expresses for a lady
that is just perfect. It is my favorite country song of
the entire decade
POP: “Better” by Khalid - To be completely
honest, I had never listened to this song before I
started doing my research and it came up on my
Amazon Music and I decided to give it a chance and
I was very happy with my discovery. Khalid’s voice is
very
soothing and this song just reminds me of late
night summer drives with my friends.
Finally, the end of the 2010s, 2019. The year
was very impactful with the burning of Notre Dame
and PewDiePie reaching 100 million subscribers on
YouTube. The music, it's a bit weaker, but can stand
as a strong year in itself.
RAP: “Goin Baby” by DaBaby - The beginning
of DaBaby’s career started with multiple hits and
two albums that were all around great. It just grabs
the audience's attention right from the beginning;
this was his year.
ROCK: “When I’m Gone” by Dirty Honey - A
Guns & Roses inspired band released this song and I
was in complete shock when I first heard it. The
lyrics seem fresh and the guitar work is flawless
amongst the band. They will get a cult following in
the coming years, I will place my bets here.
COUNTRY: “Whiskey Glasses” by Morgan
Wallen - The country break-up song that defined
Wallen’s break-out album that released him into
country stardom. Listen to this if you have not
already, you will love it.
POP: “Old Town Road Remix” by Lil Nas X ft.
Billy Ray Cyrus - I feel like this song speaks for itself.
Longest billboard #1 record of all time and it
blended two genres (trap rap and country)
seamlessly. This is by far going down in history.
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Feature
Makeup Tips, Tricks, and Trends
Samantha Saville
Today I am going to share with you some tips, tricks, and trends that have been going around in the makeup community lately. A lot
of these tips I have learned from makeup artists and celebrities on YouTube and Instagram, some are my own tricks, and some are trends
that I have just seen all over the beauty community. I hope that this helps you whether you are just starting with makeup or you have
already been doing makeup for awhile.
The first tips I want to share with you are all about face makeup. This helps you get a good base for the rest of your makeup look and
helps your skin and face look flawless. The first tip is one that Scott Barnes, Jennifer Lopez’s makeup artist, showed Tati Westbrook on her
YouTube channel. This tip has to do with contour and for this Scott Barnes uses a cream contour. This might work with a powder contour,
but I think cream would work best. What he does is put a strong, dark contour on before any other makeup. This is so that the contour will
show through your foundation after putting it on, but will look more natural and not as harsh. You may also put bronzer on after putting
your foundation over the contour if you want more of a bronzed look. A foundation tip that I learned from Kourtney Kardashian is
applying foundation with your hands instead of a brush or sponge. This gives your foundation a more smooth and natural look. This next
tip is from Victoria’s Secret model, Taylor Hill, and she applies her setting powder before putting on concealer. This tip can help your
concealer blend into your foundation smoother. However another concealer tip from YouTuber Eleanor Barnes, who goes by the title
Snitchery on social media, shows you that putting your concealer on before your foundation gives you a more natural look. You can try
out both of these concealer tips and see which one works best for you. The final tip I have for a flawless face is for the highlighting step.
This tip I learned from a YouTuber that goes by the name Jkissa; however, she learned this tip from YouTuber, Mariah Leonard. Instead
of applying your highlight using swiping motions use a swirling motion, similar to how you would blend eyeshadow. Doing this technique
helps the highlight catch all the high points of your cheekbones and makes the highlight look more natural.
After my base makeup is complete, I move onto my brows so now I’m going to explain how to do the natural looking, fluffy brow
trend. This process I learned from Ashley Feasel, who goes by Atleeeey on social media.
The first step uses a gel eyebrow pen; however, a brow pencil might do the trick too. Start
in the front of your brow and draw hairlike strokes upwards. Then do some more hairlike
strokes throughout the brow where you see your brow hairs are sparse. To shape the tail
of your brow draw a small line at the end of your brow and then draw another small line
above it that connects to the first line making your brows look arched. Then fill in the tail
with hairlike strokes. After this step Ashley Feasel puts some highlight under the end of
her brows to make them look lifted. The final step in this process is to use a brow gel.
Photo from Ashley’s YouTube channel. This is
Brush the hairs in the front of the brow upward, wiggling the brush as you go up to clump the completed fluffy brow look
the hairs a bit. Then brush the rest of your brow back. Now you are all done and have completed the fluffy brow trend. One tip I did
learn from Kylie Jenner is to do your brows before any other makeup. I usually do my base first but this is a good tip to get cleaner looking
brows.
After my brows and face are looking snatched, I move on to my eyeshadow. The first few tips I have for you are from the YouTuber
Snitchery and they are tips to help you make your eyes look bigger. First, you should darken up your crease focusing more towards the
inner part of your eye and blend outward. The next step may seem a little crazy, but trust me it actually works. In this step you are actually
going to draw under eye bags on your face. To do this you will take a small thin brush and dip it into a shade slightly darker than your skin
color and draw a curved line under your eye following your eye shape. Once you draw on this line take a fluffier brush and blend it out so
it doesn’t look so harsh. After you draw on your under eye bag take a light shade, such as white, and put that above the line you drew for
your bag. After you have brightened up your under eye draw in some winged liner. You can make the wing as big or as small as you like
but if you make it more on the long side it will make your eyes look bigger. When you draw on your liner stop at the end of
continued on next page
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F EA TU RE
Makeup, continued from previous page
your lashes towards the inner part of your eye so it does not close off your eye. After you draw on your liner the next step is mascara.
Apply mascara to the top lashes as you normally would, but the application to the bottom lashes is a little different. When you apply the
mascara to your bottom lashes clump a few lashes together to make a few clumps instead of all of the lashes spread out. This will help to not
close off the eye and it will not cover up the under eye brightening you did. The last step in this process is to highlight your inner corner. To
go along with this process I will also explain to you how I like to do my winged liner and for this I use a liquid liner because I feel like that
works the best. I start by drawing a line out from the end of my eye as long as I would like the wing to be. From there I start from the top of
the line I just drew and draw another line down to my lid to make the wing. Then I fill in the wing I just drew. From there I’ll start towards
the inner corner of my eye and draw a line along my lash line until it meets the wing I drew. I will continue to thicken up this line until it
flows smoothly with the wing. This process has helped me to get the most even winged liner as possible. The last tip I have for eyeshadow is
one that I use a lot. I’m sure I’m not the only person to do this, but I started using this tip when I was running late for something but still
wanted my makeup to be on point. When I only have about five minutes to get ready I use my bronzer as eyeshadow. I just use a little bit to
darken up the crease of my eyelid and it definitely makes it look like I spent more time getting ready. This is easy for mornings before school
when you just don’t want to get out of bed and it’s one of my favorite tips to use.
The last few tips I have for you are all about lips. The trend nowadays is to have fuller and plumper lips, but not everyone wants to get
fillers so I’m going to share with you some tips on how to make your lips look fuller with just makeup. These tips I got from Snitchery’s
YouTube channel. The first step is to overline your lips. This seems pretty obvious but there are a few more things to consider in this step
than what you might think. Firstly, try to use a liner shade that is slightly darker than your lip color, but still has the same undertones so it
doesn’t look too crazy. When you are overlining your lips try to round out the top lip to make it look fuller. You also may have been told
before to only overline the very top of your lip; however, many people have the type of lip
shape to also overline and round out the sides of their top lip as well. Also be sure to darken up
the corners of your lips a bit with the liner. The next step which is surprisingly really effective
is taking bronzer and putting a little but just below your bottom lip to help it look more plump.
The next step is to shorten up the sides of your lips with concealer or foundation. You should
use concealer if you want a more dramatic look because usually your concealer is lighter than
your foundation, and use foundation for a
more natural look since it matches your skin Photo from Eleanor’s Youtube channel. In this photo she is
tone. Take your concealer/foundation on a shortening the sides of her lips with concealer.
small flat brush and cut into the corner of your mouth to shorten up the sides. Also use
this to round out the sides of your top lip more. After you finish this step go back in with
the lip liner on the corners of your mouth to darken up the new shape you just created.
Next just pop on your favorite lip balm or gloss and then add any lipstick over top of that.
A trend that I really like is just leaving the lip liner and gloss on without adding any
lipstick over it. I usually tend to eat my lipstick off of my lips throughout the day so I
Photo from Eleanor’s Youtube channel. This is the
might as well put only liner on anyways.
completed pouty lip look.
I try to include these tips and tricks in my makeup routine from time to time and I think you should too. I really hope you enjoyed
learning some new makeup tips, tricks, and trends.

From
pizzabottle.com

From
lifeandstylemag.com
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Sam’s Sweet Treats
Zucchini Brownie Recipe
Samantha Saville
It is now January, which means the new year has started! The new year means that a lot of people are trying to fulfill New Year’s
resolutions that they have made for themselves. A common New Year's resolution that people challenge themselves with is trying to eat
healthier. However, it is hard to stay away from sweets and treats that we all love so much, so I’m going to share with you a recipe that is a
bit healthier for those of you who are trying to stay healthy, but still have a sweet tooth. If you have ever had zucchini bread, then you
will love this recipe because today I will tell you how to make zucchini brownies! This is the perfect way to get your vegetable fix and also
enjoy some sweets. To start off, here is your ingredient list:
2 tbsp. Butter
1 ¾ cup semisweet chocolate chips
1 cup sugar
1 egg plus 1 yolk
1 tsp. vanilla extract
1 cup grated zucchini
½ cup all-purpose flour
½ tsp. baking powder
½ tsp. kosher salt(to enhance the sweetness)
3 tbsp. whole milk
Before you start, preheat the oven to 350 degrees. Start off in a small saucepan and over low heat, melt 2 tbsp. of butter and 1 cup of
chocolate chips. After the butter and chocolate are melted remove it from the heat and add in 1 cup of sugar, 1 egg and egg yolk, and 1
tsp. vanilla. After stirring those ingredients in, fold one cup of grated zucchini into the mixture. In another bowl whisk together ½ cup
flower, ½ tsp. baking powder, and ½ tsp. salt. After these dry ingredients are mixed, combine the other mixture you made with this one.
Once both mixtures are completely combined, pour the batter into a greased baking pan that is 8”x8” in size. Bake for about 25 minutes
and when it is done baking, let it cool for about an hour if possible.
While the brownies are in the oven, this would be a good time to make the frosting to put on top of the brownies. In a small
saucepan, over low heat, warm up the 3 tbsp. of whole milk just until it bubbles. In a separate bowl, put the remaining ¾ cups of
chocolate chips and then pour the warm milk over the chips. Let this sit as is for about 5 minutes. Then stir the milk mixture together
until it is smooth and no chunks of chocolate chips are remaining. If the mixture is still clumpy, microwave it for 30 seconds. After you
have made the frosting and the brownies are out of the oven, pour the frosting over the brownies and spread it with a spatula so it is nice
and smooth. Once the frosting is on, refrigerate the brownies until they are firm which should take about 30 minutes. After that, your
brownies are made and ready to share!
I know, even with the zucchini in them, these brownies aren’t really any healthier than other brownies, but it’s okay to have a cheat
day every once in awhile. And let's face it, that New Year’s resolution isn’t going to last long anyways.

Photo from
sayingimages.com

Photo from
dynadot.com
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RECIPES
FEATURE

New Year, New You Recipes
By Sarah Sanchez
As the new year is upon us, so are the worries of getting
into shape.
It can be hard for us to swing back from the ravenous and
unworried dietary habits of the holidays, but a little inspiration
goes a long way. Seeing how healthy food can actually be tastier
than we teens might expect through fun and creative recipes
can be a great motivation for us all to snap out of our holidayfood-coma and get healthy again!
Adam Brucker, a local college student and a community
member of New Hartford, was the first person interviewed. He
is an athlete in his personal time, taking up hobbies such as
skiing, hiking, and lacrosse. He not only likes to stay active but
also eat healthy because “eating healthy is even more important
than sports in order to maintain a healthy body.” Adam tends
to do the keto diet in increments claiming, “It helps keep me in
shape without me giving up on the diet early.” He recommends
the recipe of keto egg and bacon bites provided by Stay
Snatched.
Picture from Stay Snatched blog

INGREDIENTS
-12 eggs
-Salt and pepper
-About 6 slices of bacon, cooked and crumbled
-1/2 cup of chopped onion
-1/2 cup of chopped red pepper
-1/2 cup of shredded cheddar cheese
-1/2 cup of finely chopped fresh spinach

S TEP S
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees
2. Whisk the eggs in a large bowl with salt and pepper to
taste
3. Spray 12 capacity muffin tin with cooking oil
4. Pour the egg mixture to about halfway in every tin
5. Add your desired amount vegetables, cheese and bacon
into each tin
6. Bake for 14-16 minutes
7. Cool and serve!

A Little Bit About Keto…
Some may be wondering why bacon is included in a healthy dish. The answer is because it has no carbs! The keto diet requires
the person using it to take out carbs from their diet (under 50 grams a day) in order to allow the body to go into ketosis. Carbs are
the main fuel for the body, but if you take them out your body burns fat as fuel. You can eat as much good and fatty food as you
want, as long as there are no carbs. This diet allows you to get into shape and lose weight while eating what you
want and staying healthy.
Continued on next page
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RECIPES
Continued from last page
New Hartford student Kassia Thayer says she
loves to prepare and cleanse for the new year by using the
vegan diet, so she was a good person to interview pertaining to the
topic of health and diets. She likes to make some kind of cute
Picture from From
vegan snacks around this time so it was a good idea to interview
My Bowl blog
her about her simple vegan granola recipe. She claims that she
enjoys using the vegan granola recipe from the From My Bowl
blog. Thayer likes to put the granola on various foods like yogurt and
oatmeal, and cereals.

New Hartford junior Ali Sanchez was interviewed about her diet as well
as her healthy recipe suggestions for the new year. When asked for her
reasoning for dieting, she described how she enjoys getting healthy and fit
for summer with a whole foods diet and that she feels refreshed for doing
so. She decides to keep it fun and simple with a lemon garlic hummus
recipe.

INGREDIENTS

S TEP S

- 1/3 cup of real maple syrup
1. Preheat oven to 325
- 1/3 cup of nut or seed butter
degrees. Add the maple
- 1 teaspoon of vanilla extract
syrup, nut/seed butter,
- 1/2 teaspoon of salt
cinnamon, and salt to a
- 1 tablespoon of cinnamon
bowl and whisk
- 2 cups of rolled oats
2. Pour the oats, pumpkin
“When I lived in New Jersey, I discovered a place called Whole Foods,” - 1/2 cup of pumpkin seeds,
seeds, almonds, and
Sanchez said. “I got a lot of my ingredients and recipes from there, but
slivered almonds, 1/2 cup of
coconut into the bowl and
now I can only use the recipes from the website because there isn’t one in walnuts, unsweetened coconut
mix well. Transfer this onto
New Hartford.”
- 1/3 cup of vegan chocolate
a baking sheet and press
flat.
She described how the recipe is something she always comes back to
3. Bake for 20 mins, flip the
because of how simple and tasty it is. The recipe includes the following
granola, then bake for 6-7
ingredients and steps:
mins.
4. Sprinkle chocolate over
INGREDIENTS
while the mixture is still
warm.
- 1 15oz can of cooked
1. In a food processor, blend
chickpeas, rinsed, drained,
chickpeas, tahini, lemon
and skinned
juice, oil, garlic, and salt
- 1/3 cup of tahini
2. Make sure to scrape down
- 1/2 cup lemon juice (about 3
the sides as needed
lemons)
3. Taste and adjust
Picture from
- 1/4 cup of avocado oil (or
seasonings as per liking
Whole Foods
olive oil)
4. Pour into a bowl and top
official website
- 1 1/2 teaspoon of fresh
with paprika and oil.

S TEP S

minced garlic
- 1/2 teaspoon of salt
- Paprika and oil for topping
- Selected vegetables for
dipping

5. Gather vegetables in which
you would like to use to
dip and cut/ prepare them
6. Enjoy!
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Video Game Selection
Scarlet Curiosity
Touhou: Scarlet Curiosity Review
James Barclay
Almost every video game series that’s been around, like
Mario and Sonic, have had a countless number of games that
have been made by people who do not work for the game series’
company/creator(s) itself. ZUN single-handedly made the
Touhou Project main games, excluding some of the spinoff
games, like Hopeless Masquerade and Impossible Spell Card.
People who hear about ZUN for this first time might get
The pause screen, which shows the player’s statistics on the right, and
confused and don’t realize ZUN is the person’s name, and is not
gives skill and equipment options on the left. Image from youtube.com.
the name of a company.
Most Touhou Project games are a vertical scrolling shooter, but
stronger attacks, known as spell cards, Remilia has more rangenot in the same way that games like Call of Duty and Fortnite are
oriented spell cards and Sakuya has more melee-oriented spell
shooters, as Touhou games have the player taking out enemies that
cards.
fire danmaku, which is the Japanese term for “barrage”, as in a
The story of Scarlet Curiosity revolves around yet another
barrage of bullets/projectiles. There are some games not made by
incident occurring in Gensokyo, though it does not seem like that is
ZUN that stick to the
the case at first. It isn’t
main vertical shooter
long into the game that
formula, but quite a
the player will find out
few take a different
that something has
type of formula while
happened to the
still keeping the bullet
mansion that Remilia
barrage idea in play.
and Sakuya live at. This
Touhou: Scarlet
gives the two more than
Curiosity is one of
enough of a reason to
those types of games
be going out into
that moves away from
Gensokyo and finding
the original series’
out just who or what is
main gameplay
behind the damage
formula. Instead of
dealt to the manor.
being a vertical shooter,
“Scarlet Curiosity is the
Remilia
noting
that
since
she
is
a
vampire,
the
sun’s
rays
hurt
her
quite
a
bit.
Image
Scarlet Curiosity is
video game equivalent
from michibiku.com.
more of an RPG
of comfort food. It is an
(roleplay game)
experience with little
platformer that has sequences where the player will need to take
substance, but I still wholeheartedly enjoyed it. It’s a game that’s
combat against enemies that may show up along the way. There are
clearly has flaws and lacks polish, but the good parts outweigh the
two playable characters to Scarlet Curiosity: the Eternally Young
bad. Overall, Scarlet Curiosity is a game that I would primarily
Scarlet Moon, Remilia Scarlet, and the Perfect and Elegant Maid,
recommend to fans of Touhou or those interested in getting into
Sakuya Izayoi. Both characters play very similarly when it comes to
the franchise,” says DarkStation on metacritic.com, giving Scarlet
movement, but their attacks are very different. Remilia and Sakuya
Curiosity a critic review of 70.
both have various projectile attacks, but when it comes to their
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FEATURE
5 Years of Wait Over
Sonic Robo Blast 2 v2.2 Differences from
Older Versions
James Barclay

- From SRB2 v2.2’s opening cutscene dialogue.
Two months had passed since Dr. Eggman tried to take over the world using
his Ring Satellite.
As it was about to drain the rings away from the planet, Sonic burst into the
control room and for what he thought would be the last time, defeated Dr.
Eggman.
What Sonic, Tails, and Knuckles had not anticipated was that Eggman
would return, bringing an all new threat.
About every five years, a strange asteroid hovers around the planet. It
suddenly appears from nowhere, circles around, and - just as mysteriously as
it arrives - vanishes after only one week. No one knows why it appears, or
how.
“Curses!” Eggman yelled. “That hedgehog and his ridiculous friends will
pay dearly for this!” Just then his scanner blipped as the Black Rock made its
appearance from nowhere. Eggman looked at the screen, and just shrugged
it off.
It was hours later that he had an idea. “The Black Rock has a large amount
of energy within it... If I can somehow harness this, I can turn it into the
ultimate battle station... and every last person will be begging for mercy,
including Sonic!”
Before beginning his scheme, Eggman decided to give Sonic a reunion
party...
“PRE-PARING-TO-FIRE-IN-15-SECONDS!” his targeting system
crackled robotically down the com-link. “Good!” Eggman sat back in his
eggmobile and began to count down as he saw the Greenflower mountain
on the monitor.
“10...9...8...” Meanwhile, Sonic was tearing across the zones. Everything
became a blur as he ran up slopes, skimmed over water, and catapulted
himself off rocks with his phenomenal speed.
“6...5...4...” Sonic knew he was getting closer to the zone, and pushed
himself harder. Finally, the mountain appeared on the horizon.
“3...2...1...Zero.”
Greenflower Mountain was no more. Sonic arrived just in time to see what
little of the ‘ruins’ were left. The natural beauty of the zone had been
obliterated.
“You’re not quite as gone as we thought, huh? Are you going to tell us your
plan as usual or will I ‘have to work it out’ or something?”
“We’ll see... let’s give you a quick warm up, Sonic! JETTYSYNS! Open
fire!”
Eggman took this as his cue and blasted off, leaving Sonic and Tails behind.
Tails looked at the once-perfect mountainside with a grim face and sighed.
“Now what do we do?”, he asked.
“Easy! We go find Eggman and stop his latest insane plan. Just like we’ve
always done, right?” ... “Tails, what *ARE* you doing?”
“I’m just finding what mission obje... a-ha! Here it is! This will only give us
the robot’s primary objective. It says...”
* LOCATE AND RETRIEVE: CHAOS EMERALDS *
* CLOSEST LOCATION: GREENFLOWER ZONE *
“All right, then... let’s go!”

There are many games that are out there that use video
game company characters but are not even made by said
companies, and one of them has become much more
popular due to a new update for it that was released. Sonic
Robo Blast 2 is a fan-made game made by Sonic Team
Junior, which actually has no affiliation with Sonic Team or
SEGA, despite the team name.
Version 2.2 of the game had a span of over 5 years since
the release of version 2.1, which is quite a long time to make
the game as beautiful as it is. Normally, there are three
playable characters for Sonic Robo Blast 2, SRB2 for short,
those being Sonic, Tails, and Knuckles. However, as of the
release of version 2.2, there are now three other characters
that can be unlocked and played: Amy Rose, unlocked by
clearing Frozen Hillside Zone, Fang the Sniper, who in some
locations is called Nack the Weasel, unlocked by clearing
Arid Canyon Zone, and Metal Sonic, unlocked by beating
the game.
The main focus of version 2.2 was to add slopes to the
game, and give Arid Canyon Zone a proper Act 2 and Act 3,
as it was missing those. All of the levels have still gotten
major changes in terms of design and length, nonetheless.
The story has gotten a few changes too, as in version 2.1,
Eggman normally would have blown up Greenflower City,
but in version 2.2, Eggman destroys the beauty of
Greenflower Mountain, as his face is carved onto the
mountain.
The main seven zones in Sonic Robo Blast 2 have their
own themes, and those themes are actually used for the
game’s special stages. If one was to be playing in multiplayer,
the special stages would be vastly different from the ones
played in Singleplayer. In Singleplayer, the special stages are
based on NiGHTS, which is another game series that was
made by SEGA. The Multiplayer Special Stages are based off of
the Special Stages from v2.0 of SRB2, where it was the player
collecting a certain amount of rings to get the emerald, but in v2.2,

the player(s) have to collect blue spheres to get the Chaos Emerald,
with rings being optional to get a Perfect Bonus.
There are also other Multiplayer gamemodes, such as Race,
Match, Tag, CTF, and a few others. The soundtrack for the game
continued on next page
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Sonic, continued from previous page
was mostly made by
CobaltBW, but there are a
few other artists in SRB2’s
development team that
helped with the soundtrack
too, so Cobalt wasn’t alone
on making the soundtrack
as beautiful as it is.The
game comes with
collectables other than the
Chaos Emeralds that are
spread throughout each and
every stage. These
collectables are called
Emblems, and collecting
them unlocks more and
more stages to play, and
some other features too.
SRB2’s title screen as of v2.2, which now uses a skybox for the background. Image from youtube.com.
It is also possible to
make mods for SRB2, with
like the rest of SRB2
a tool known as Slade. Slade can be used to make character mods,
itself.
LUA, which is a programming language, SOCs, aka Sonic Object
Sonic Team Junior
Configurations, and much more. However, there can also be level
does
not want to make
mods made, too. These still require Slade to make, but they also
money off of SRB2, as
require an application known as Zone Builder to make. Zone
they only care about
Builder can be found on the SRB2 Message Board, and is free, just
pleasing their fans with
SRB2’s development. It
is unknown if a version
2.3 will be made, but
only time will tell. SRB2
v2.2 is the true way to
experience this amazing
fangame.

A comparison of an image from the introduction cutscene
between v2.0/v2.1 and v2.2. Image from twitter.com.

A chart that compares
how levels look in version
2.1 compared to version
2.2. However, Sonic and
Knuckles’ sprites in the
2.2 column are outdated
in this comparison image.
Image from twitter.com.
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WORDS TO LIVE BY
A C TIV IS TS : N ELS O N M A N D ELA
Photos courtesy of https://www.biography.com

1918-2013
Nelson Mandela was the first black president of South
Africa, elected after time in prison for his anti-apartheid
work. He won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1993. For 20 years,
he directed peaceful, nonviolent defiance against the South
African government and its racist policies. He spent 27
years in prison for his political offenses. In addition to
advocating for peace and equality on both a national and
global scale, in his later years, Mandela remained committed
to the fight against AIDS.

Malala Yousafzai
1997-Present
Malala Yousafzai defied
the Taliban in Pakistan
and demanded that girls
be allowed to receive an
education. She was shot
in the head by theTaliban
but survived. In 2014, she
became the youngest
person to receive the
Nobel Peace Prize.
Greta Thunburg
George Orwell
2003- Present
1903-1950
Greta Thunberg is a
George Orwell was an
English novelist, essayist, Swedish climate youth
activist who has received
and critic most famous
worldwide recognition
for his novels Animal
for her efforts to fight
Farm and Nineteen
climate change.
Eighty-Four.
Harriet Tubman
1820-1913
Harriet Tubman escaped
slavery to become a
leading abolitionist. She
led hundreds of enslaved
people to freedom along
the route of the
Underground Railroad.
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WORDS TO LIVE BY
Harriet Tubman
“There are two things I’ve got a
right to, and these are, Death or
Liberty – one or the other I mean
to have. No one will take me
back alive; I shall fight for my
liberty, and when the time has
come for me to go, the Lord will
let them, kill me.”
“I have heard their groans and
sighs, and seen their tears, and I
would give every drop of blood
in my veins to free them”
“Slavery is the next thing to
hell.”

George Orwell

“In a time of deceit telling the
truth is a revolutionary act.”
“Power is in tearing human
minds to pieces and putting them
together again in new shapes of
your own choosing.”
“A people that elect corrupt
politicians, imposters, thieves and
traitors are not victims, but
accomplices.”

Malala Yousafzai

“Let us pick up our books and our
pens, they are the most powerful
weapons.”
“Education is neither eastern nor
western. Education is education
and it’s the right of every human
being.”
“If one man can destroy
everything, why can’t one girl
change it?”
“There are two powers in the
world; one is the sword and the
other is the pen. There is a third
power stronger than both, that of
women.”
“With guns you can kill terrorists,
with education you can kill
terrorism.”

NELSON MANDELA’S
WORDS TO LIVE BY
“Live life as though nobody is
watching, and express yourself as
though everyone is listening.”
“A winner is a dreamer who never
gives up.”
“Do not judge me by my successes,
judge me by how many times I fell
down and got back up again.”
“It always seems impossible until it’s
done.”
“We must use time wisely and forever
realize that the time is always ripe to
do right.”
“Resentment is like drinking poison
and then hoping it will kill your
enemies.”
“I never lose. I either win or learn.”
“Forgiveness liberates the soul. It
removes fear. That is why it is such a
powerful weapon.”
“As we let our own light shine, we
unconsciously give other people
permission to do the same.”
“May your choices reflect your hopes,
not your fears.”
“I am the master of my fate: I am the
captain of my soul.”

No one is born hating another
person because of the color of
his skin, or his background, or
his religion. People must learn
to hate, and if they can learn to
hate, they can be taught to love,
for love comes more naturally
to the human heart than its
opposite.
--Nelson Mandela

Greta Thunberg
“We can't save the world by
playing by the rules, because the
rules have to be changed.
Everything needs to change - and
it has to start today.”
“The climate crisis has already
been solved. We already have all
the facts and solutions. All we
have to do is to wake up and
change.”
"At first when I heard about
climate change, I was a climate
denier. I didn’t think it was
happening. Because if there really
was an existential crisis like that,
that would threaten our
civilization, we wouldn’t be
focusing on anything else."
“You say you love your children
above all else and yet you are
stealing their future in front of
their very eyes.”

“Part of being optimistic is keeping
one’s head pointed toward the sun,
one’s feet moving forward. There
were many dark moments when my
faith in humanity was sorely tested,
but I would not and could not give
myself up to despair. That way lays
defeat and death.”
https://media.timeout.com/images/
103648553/750/422/image.jpg
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Creative Writing
The Subway

Kassia Thayer

I’m waiting in the subway for the train to come roaring by,
intent on riding the line to it’s complete end. I’ve got an entire day
See? And that’s all from a first glance.
to waste, and there’s nothing better than the shaking of a
subway car under your feet as people appear and fade to
I look back to the woman, who’s teetered forward a
grey right before your eyes. It’s like people watching, I
smidge, just enough to peer down the tunnels on either
Where are you?
suppose. Each of them have their own stories and lives
side. The train’s taking a little longer than normal to show
and reasons for gathering onto the train. It’s fun to
up. Her nerves must be on fire, waiting for the damn
ponder about them. It’s fun to pull apart the cues and
thing. She rocks back slightly, shifting closer to the man
little things that might point out just where they came from, where
and his kid probably unconsciously. For safety, probably. I take a
they’re going.
quick glance behind us. There’s no one sketchy that I can catch, no
one that really sticks out.
The subway stations are always good spots to people watch,
too. People mill around, rushing to catch the next train or to break
(Everyone sticks out to me, but I know a real eye catcher when I
out into the fresh air and take in the sun. I’m in no particular rush,
see one.)
so I take a moment to sit back. Relax. Stare at some random
strangers with a gaze that lacks lust, a gaze that holds nothing but
I return my attention forward. The floor rumbles, so I stand.
interest in the story book these people hide away in plain sight.
The woman’s shoulders relax, only slightly, gaining a soft decline
that speaks of the weight of the world being lifted. The man
One woman finds a spot before me, just toeing the yellowrelaxes too, a small smile gracing his lips as his child bounces.
black do not cross line. She’s in a rush, all tense lines in her
shoulders, all sharp edges and alert eyes. The way that
“The train is here!” the child cheers, and the man leans
she keeps glancing over her shoulders says, Where are you?
down to scoop them up.
The train is here!
It’s not a good where are you. I make a mental note to
watch her back.

The train pulls in with a screech, rocketing forth until it
comes to a full stop. The doors open with a flourish and
people come pouring out, like a glass full of water cast onto its side.
Once the people clear, I wait for both the woman and the fatherchild duo to hurry onto the train before I think of following,
keeping a sharp eye out for anyone who might be suspicious. I end
up getting on; there’s not a lot of people running onto the train
right now.

The way a person moves can tell you a whole lot, without
them even needing to speak to you. Like, I could point out the one
man who’s hanging out a good distance from that do not cross line, a
small child swinging from his hand in anticipation. The child’s
dressed in all neutral tones, but the little frill of their socks speaks
out among the rest. The man himself is wearing a suit, jacket
hanging off of his other arm. His sleeves are rolled up, tie
There’s not a lot of people on the train either. The woman’s
loosened. He’s probably coming back from a long day of work,
holed herself up closer to the back, while the man and his child
after picking up his child from preschool or daycare. A single dad,
have found themselves a spot closer to the door. Their stop isn’t too
then. There’s no ring on his fingers. (Or, he’s got a girlfriend,
far away. The woman, probably, is riding until the end of the line.
maybe boyfriend- though it seems less likely- who works
the same time he does. Living in the city can be
I’ll stay on with her, I think, as I lean back in my seat. My
expensive.)
eyes scan over the scattered group of people on the train,
I’ve got an entire
drinking it all in.
day to waste.
The pair is obviously well-off, though. That suit is
expensive and his shoes are still shiny. Those earrings the
Besides, I’ve got an entire day to waste.
child is wearing look pretty real, too, not teensy fake rocks.
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NEWS
A Year of Haiku
Langston Lamitie

A new year begins.
A resolution is made.
January starts.
A month has passed byEnergy slowly leaking.
Why does it still snow?
With a splash of green,
We say hello to spring sports
And goodbye to snow.
Spring is coming up,
And everybody knows that
April showers will
Bring May flowers, but
No one really cares at all.
As they march on through.
An awkward month comes.
Is it spring? Is it summer?
Ah, where does time go.
Fireworks, hotdogs,
School has finally let out.
Happiness is here.
The weather is hot.
Vacation is halfway through.
It's time to come home.
Now its school shopping,
And tans start to fade away,
School is back to stay.
The days get colder,
And the trees begin to change.
This is October.
The first snow may fall.
As we gather and give thanks.
Holiday season.
Christmas time has come,
The new year is upon us.
We do this again.
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ART PAGE
Otaku Spirit!!!
By Sarah Sanchez

Seraph of the End Plot
The first show is called Seraph of the End by Takaya Kagami begins
with an apocalyptic scene. There are people dying every day and our
main characters, Mika and Yuu, appear (four years younger than the
actual canon plot, 12). They are part of an orphanage and the world is
being taken over by mysterious figures who they can’t identify. However,
one day these figures break into the orphanage and take Mika and Yuu
to wherever they dwell. We later find out that these creatures are
vampires and kidnapped Mika and Yuu for their blood. The two create
a plan of escape but find that a high ranking vampire named Ferid was
already aware of this plan. He stops them right as they are about to
escape and “kills” Mika. Mika urges Yuu to run away without him and
he does. Now we are left with Yuu who is found by the small percent of
the human race while Mika is “dead.” Yuu is trained to kill these
vampires by the rest of the humans. Four years later, Yuu makes some
new friends but is haunted by the death of Mika every day. He is on a
mission and is on the battlefield against vampires and mindlessly impales
one with his katana. He looks at who he stabbed and finds that it’s Mika.
Mika has been turned into a vampire. With this information, Yuu tries to
urge Mika onto the side of the humans. Mika tries but is stopped by
Ferid and is forced to leave with the vampires. The plot continues on
with Yuu and his friends trying to save Mika from the vampires as well as
some angsty romance between Mika and Yuu.
Art
As for the art style of this show, I would give the manga a 5/5 and the anime a 3/5.
Whenever a manga is made into an anime, it is more often than not that the studio who makes it
will leave out the author’s original art style and draw what is easier to animate. The manga art is
more unique and the characters have their own individuality. You are able to tell each character
based on their faces alone. As for the anime, the animation itself is evidently high quality but the
characters have a general face design and body shape and are only able to be told apart through
their hair color and eye color. It takes away the effort that Takaya Kagami clearly put into each
character’s individual design. Though I did give the anime art a decent rating because it is still
enjoyable to watch. The lines are clean and the product is definitely high definition. It is a well
made show plot wise and art wise.

Mika and Yuu, concept art from Takaya Kagami
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ART PAGE
Otaku Spirit!!!
By Sarah Sanchez

Tokyo Ghoul Plot
The next show that I will be talking about is called Tokyo
Ghoul by Sui Ishida. The show is a dark fantasy concept with
three seasons and several ongoing manga chapters. The show
begins with Tokyo, Japan and the main villain introduced already.
The villain is not a singular person, but a species of dangerous
creatures called ghouls. They are a dangerous nuisance to the city
and the residents of Tokyo are warned to watch out for these
humanoid looking creatures, for they blend into society quite well.
The main character Kaneki Ken is not as cautious as he should
be. He develops feelings for a girl who he sees as a regular at his
favorite cafe. He asks her out one day and she agrees and they
spend the whole day together. It becomes night and the girl who
we find is named Rise asks to be walked home because it’s dark
outside and she is “afraid of the ghouls,” however she turns out to
be one herself and tries to kill Kaneki. The only thing that saves
his life is the miraculous falling of building parts from a skyscraper
in construction above them. Rise is killed and Kaneki is found
barely alive. The doctors perform a surgery using Rise as an
organ donor and Kaneki becomes half-ghoul against his will. Now
Kaneki must deal with his new and terrifying life while the ghosts
of Rise’s past haunt him now that she lives on through him.
Art

As for the art style of this show, I rate it a 5/5 for the anime. It is a good
classic style, nothing too unique about it but simplicity is a good thing. The faces of
each character are distinguishable and don’t have “same-face-syndrome.” The use
of Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) enhances the experience and action
scenes greatly. The anime makes for a thrilling and mesmerizing to watch. The
manga art style is something unlike what I’ve ever seen before. It goes beyond a
mere 5/5 rating. It is easily the most unique, detailed, and realistic art that I have
ever seen from a manga. The use of shading, contrast, and dramatic frames makes
for a wonderful visual experience. The amount of effort put into Ishida’s art is
evident and makes it one of the most well known anime and manga series of all
time.
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SPARTAN EXPRESSIONS
Did you miss an issue?
You can download past issues of Spartan Expressions
in full color @ newhartfordschools.org
Select Senior High/News/Spartan Expressions

Attention writers, photographers, artists and poets:

If you are interested in contributing to Spartan Expressions,
see Mrs. Clive in Room 251 or email her at jclive@nhart.org.
The next issue will be published at the end of February.
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